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Assault weapons confiscated on campus
by Cameron Boland
staff writer
At about 4:30 a.m. on Thursday August
29, Clemson University police arrested three
men for unlawful possession of firearms.
Michael Austin, 19, of Pendleton; Noland
Peterdy, 21, of Atlanta; and Michael Wright,
21, also of Atlanta, were charged with one
count each of carrying firearms on University property. According to the Greenville
News, Peterdy and Wright were found with
conflicting identification documents but university police are now satisfied that they have

correctly identified the suspects.
Austin has been released on a $2000 signed
bond, which means that he did not have to put
up the money because of local residency.
Bail has been set at $6000 for Wright, and
Peterdy is being held while the Secret Service investigates the possibility of his involvement in credit card fraud. He may face
additional federal charges when the investigation has been completed.
Police officers arrested the suspects after
observing a car parked in the R2 lot at the
corner of Williamson and Perimeter Roads
with people in it. When they approached the

vehicle, an officer observed what appeared to
be an ammunition clip in the back.
After searching the vehicle, police seized
two M1 .30 caliber carbines, one .22 caliber
pistol, one nine millimeter automatic pistol,
and about 1,200 rounds of ammunition. The
rifles were semi-automatic, and one was
equipped with a flash suppressor which would
reduce the flash of light that occurs when the
weapon is discharged, making it harder to see
at night.
John McKenzie, acting director of Clemson University Public Safety, said that it was
still unclear what the weapons were for or

why they were on campus. McKenzie indicated that the men said they were headed for
Virginia from Atlanta and stopped here to go
to Spittoono. Apparently they developed car
trouble and that is why they were parked on
campus.
Becauseofthe multiple identification cards
found on the suspects, the U.S. Secret Service and postal authorities have joined with
local officials and the federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms in investigating the case.
None of the suspects have any connection
with the University.

First Friday Parade today
by Croskeys Royall
staff writer

hie photo

To get psyched for the game Saturday, a giant pep rally will be
held in the amphitheatre Friday night after the parade.

Bring those orange duds out of
storage and get your voice ready to
yell. Football fever is upon Clemson once again. In this case however, the Tiger Rag rage will hit a
day earlier than the majority of
Clemson fans are used to.
Most Tiger fans have grown accustomed to donning the orange
and white only on Saturdays as they
watch the team demolish opponents
in the spirited confines of Death
Valley. The First Friday celebration changes that whole outlook.
Established to honor the first
home game of the football season,
First Friday is a grand party held the
Friday before that game.
In honor of this year's first game,
which happens to be against Appalachian State this weekend, the annual First Friday bash will be held
on Friday, September 6.
Bob Kugler, chairperson of First
Friday, said that the festival will

begin with a inspired parade down
Highway 93 at 6 p.m. Many fraternities, sororities and non-Greek
groups will be participating in the
parade displaying floats, cheers and
other spirit-building activities designed to show support for the team.
Kugler said that in addition to
the student organizations, Central
Spirit, who is in charge of the event,
is planning to have a live tiger in the
parade.
Legendary coach Frank Howard,
an international student exhibition
of flags, Miss Clemson, and Miss
First Friday are also scheduled to
be taking part in the march.
According to Kugler. Mike
Eppley, who played football and
basketball at Clemson and now is a
radio commentator for Tiger football games, will be the
grand marshall of the event.
Immediately following the parade, a pep rally will get underway

see PARADE, page 12

Pre-registration woes increase
Student killed in
weekend car wreck
by Mike Schaper
news editor

ii'

'I want to emphasize that they were both
wearing their seatbelts, no speeding took place,
and there was absolutely no alcohol in his (the
boyfriend's) system at all."
Beth Kennedy
President, Zeta Tau Alpha
by Debbie Hughes
staff writer
On Sept. 1,1991, the Zeta Tau
Alpha (ZTA) Chapter of the University was shocked and saddened
by the death of a special sister,
Laura Kathleen Dobson.
Dobson was killed in a car
accident when her boyfriend fell
asleep at the wheel. "There have
been rumors around campus that
alcohol was involved..I want to
emphasize that they were both
wearing their seatbelts, no speeding took place, and there was absolutely no alcohol in his (the
boyfriend's) system at all - nothing-not even an aspirin. Laura's
death was a pure accident," Beth
Kennedy, Zeta Tau Alpha president said.
Dobson, 20, was a Junior majoring in Elementary Education.

As Membership Chairman of
ZTA, the sorority was her life,
Kennedy said.
She painted the ZTA banner
that won first place on Banner
Day for Greek Week this past
April. Dobson's parents are returning the banner to be hung in
the Chapter room where it will
remain in her memory.
The mirror in the elevator
room on the sorority's hall (ninth
floor of Manning) will be dedicated to her. The mirror holds the
symbolic ZTA crescent.
A scholarship in her name is
being set up presently by the chapter, according to Kennedy.
Many groups have asked what,
besides flowers, could they contribute in memory of Dobson.
Any questions or comments
should be directed to Beth
Kennedy 858-6407.

"I was very disappointed...1 preregistered for five classes and was
closed out of every class except for
one," said Katherine Snipes, a University sophomore majoring in psychology.
Snipes said that although she
preregistered correctly and on time,
she was still closed out of all but
one of her classes; as a result, she
had to meet with all of her professors in order to try to get the classes
she needed.
"This completely threw me off
schedule..I think the University
needs to change it's existing policies so students can get the classes
they signed up for," said Snipes.
Snipe's case is not unique, according to Student Body President
Greg Horton. "There are many other
students who suffer from the same
problem," said Horton. He also
commented that he is trying to track
down some of the students who had
the majority of their classes cut.
Scott Huebel, a University
sophomore also had the majority of
his classes closed on him but attributed this to the budget cuts the University has undergone.
Huebel also stated that the University did work with him and he
eventually was enrolled in all of the
classes he originally preregistered

Two schedules of students with closed classes
for.
Horton believes the key to alleviating these registration problems
is to have the University implement
an online registration system that
will not allow a student to register
for a class that is already full.
"I feel that our current registration process is inefficient and that
the University should invest in a
system that wiM satisfy the needs of
their consumers - the students," said
Horton.
Horton also commented that he

worried that the state's budget situation will cause the plans for a new
registration system to be placed on
the back burner.
According to registration statistics obtained by Student Government for the this semester, 74.9
percent of all University students
received "clean" schedules in which
they got in all the classes they signed
up for but did not get in all of the

see CLASSES, page 12
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Clemson patents new camshaft system

The University has patented a
new automobile camshaft system
that in laboratory tests improves fuel
economy by approximately 20 percent.
Automotive industry testing of
the Clemson system is under way in
the United States and Europe, and
discussions have begun with Japanese manufacturers. Initial industry tests support Clemson's data,
university officials say.
In contrast to the new high-mileage, low emission engines announced in recent weeks by Japanese
manufacturers, Clemson's system
can be added to existing engine designs, gasoline or diesel, with no
major change in other engine components. The Japanese engines also
can be retrofitted with the Clemson
system for even greater gains.
"Everybody's going to want this
technology," says Bob Gilliland,
chairman of the Clemson University patent committee. "It can help
automakers meet proposed new standards for fuel economy."
Co-invented by a mechanical
engineering professor and one of his
undergraduate
students,
Clemson's system uses a direct-replacement camshaft and electronic

Graduate
credits research
for success
Research was the spark in Tim
Nelson's undergraduate education
at Clemson University. Six years
later, the experience continues to
propel his career as an international
trouble-shooter in the automotive
industry.
"Without it, I wouldn' t have gone
nearly as far as I have," he says. "I
would be in a different job entirely."
Nelson's story helps illuminate
one of the major debates on university campuses today, says Christian
Przirembel, current head of
Clemson's mechanical engineering
department where Nelson got his
degree.
Critics say the demands of research take professors away from
teaching time. Others say a research environment makes teaching more relevant, transporting
students beyond their books to the
cutting edge of knowledge.
Nelson worked for four semesters on a senior research project,
even though it wasn't required. It
won him a regional award and a
second place in national competition while he practiced the skill of

controls to harness a technique
called variable valve timing.
Existing camshafts are timed for
peak efficiency at one set of driving
conditions ;— usually highway
cruising. The engine runs less efficiently under other conditions. The
new Japanese engines scheduled to
debut this fall can adjust timing to
two sets of conditions, either a cruising speed or a low speed.
Clemson's system can adjust
valve timing continuously in response to all different driving conditions, says Alvon Elrod,
co-inventor and now professor
emeritus.
Valve timing improvements allow more fuel to burn and less to
escape as waste through the tailpipe.
That means greater efficiency, as
well as reduced emissions, without
sacrificing power.
"Laboratory tests show the
Clemson camshaft system can improve fuel economy by 20 percent
for normal family driving. The
exact percentage will depend on
driving habits and other conditions,"
Elrod says. "In city driving, where
fuel economy usually suffers the
most, the increase can be even
greater."

Elrod began working on the camshaft in 1984 along with mechanical engineering studentTimNelson.
"We really did not plan a project
as big as this," says Nelson, now 29
and an employee of Lucas Automotive in Greenville, S.C. "We did our
basic research just in time to meet
the market need. Variable valve
timing has turned out to be the hottest automotive issue of the '90s."
The potential improvement in
fuel economy would help
automakers meet stricter requirements for corporate average fuel
economy, or CAFE, as proposed bv
U.S. Sen. Richard Bryan, D-Nev.
Co-sponsors of the legislation include Sen. Ernest Hollings, D-S.C.
The proposal calls for each
automaker to improve its 1988 average fuel economy 20 percent by
1996 and 40 percent by 2001. Critics say the only way to achieve that
goal is to sell smaller cars, while
proponents call for increased use of
fuel-saving technology.
"The Clemson camshaft is an
example of this kind of fuel-saving
technology," Gilliland said.
(courtesy of University News
Service)

What's so special about the 'Clemson Camshaft?'
The "timing" of a conventional camshalt Is
fixed and requires an engineering compromise
between optimum low- and high-speed engine
efficiency. The rotating camshafts of automobile
engines control the opening and closing of Intake and exhaust valves In each cylinder.
The Clemson Camshaft can be incorporated
Into existing designs with no major change In
otherenglne components. The application shown
here allows the "timing" of the Intake cams to be
varied continuously for maximum engine efficiency at any given speed.
Increased efficiency translates Into betterfuel
economy and lowerpollution emissions without
sacrificing engine power.

Cams exaggerated
for clarity
(exhaust) (Intake)
fixed
variable
Camshaft
, rotation

Camshaft
phasing
mechanism

Sources: Alvon Elrod and Tim Nelson, Clemson University

Clemson Police believe increasing public awareness and enforcement of the city noise ordinance
will help curtail the number of nuisance violations in the community,
City Police Chief Johnson Linksaid.
A new policy recently implemented allows officers to issue a
written warning of a noise violation
before an individual is charged and
fined, he said. Although there has
been a policy change, the law has
not changed.
Upon receiving a complaint,
police will respond and inform the
residents of the law and issue the
notice of violation. Copies of the
warning will be filed according to
location and will be used to identify
repeat offenders.
Police are also not required to
issue the warning. "There's nothing that says we have to give this
(warning)."
In extreme circumstances. Link
said, police can charge residents

Cylinders
DAVE CROCKETT / CU News Services

making presentations. At the same
time, he and his professor co-invented an automotive part that has
earned them international recognition in their field and a shot at a
worldwide market.
Students actually perform the
bulk of university research under

the mentorship of professors. Most
are graduate students, but a growing
number of projects involve undergraduates or even visiting high
schoolers.
Nelson's research was part of the
undergraduate honors program in the
department of mechanical engineer-

New noise ordinance in effect
by Bill Swain
managing editor

Dr. Alvon Elrod, left and Tim Nelson display Clemson Camshaft

with a noise violation the first time on the number of complaints reofficers respond to a residence. "We ceived. In August of 1990,49 calls
have had occasions where we get a were recorded. This August, 95 calls
call at five in the morning" and were received. Link attributes the
issued a citation for the violation, better filing and recording system
as the cause of the increase in comhe said.
The warning outlines the main plaints.
In the past, officers would simpoints of the law and allows for
persons in violation to view the ply verbally explain the ordinance
entire ordinance by coming to the to persons in violation and the call
police station and requesting a copy may or may not have been recorded.
About one year ago legislation
of it.
Link said he has received posi- to use a decibel meter to determine
tive feedback from the change be- the exact degree of the violation
cause "it's better than saying 'you' re was denied by the Clemson City
Council. Link said the policy of
in violation,'" and issuing a fine.
Enforcement problems may arise issuing warnings was better than
because the ordinance specifically using a decibel meter because it
cites 10:30 p.m. to 7 a.m. No times provides the opportunity to better
inform the public about the law
are listed on the warning.
Also, because several individu- before issuing fines.
The penalty for violation carries
als may live in one residence, a
policy of listing all the residents on a maximum fine of $237 or 30 days
the warning will be used. "If there in jail.
Even under the new policy, poare four people living in an apartment, they're not going to get four lice are making cases against violators. Link said a notice of warning
warnings," Link said.
Because of the added paperwork, was issued to an individual the
more accurate records can be kept weekend of Aug. 24 and again last
weekend resulting in a citation.

ing. In 1992, that program will be
expanded into the summer under a
$48,250 grant from the National
Science Foundation.
"It pains me to hear sentiment
about research vs. teaching instead
of teaching and research,"
Przirembel says. "TimNelsonis an

excellent example of how research
can tie into undergraduate education. It surely enhanced his education and his ability to perform as
an engineer." Nelson agrees. "My
education went far beyond textbooks and taking tests. It's much
broader than that."

Football player faces
criminal assault charges
by Cameron Boland
staff writer
Arthur Bussie Jr., an outside
linebacker for Clemson, turned
himself in to the Clemson University Police Sunday afternoon to
face one count of simple assault
and one count of simple assault and
battery.
Police claim that early Saturday
morning Bussie, 21, verbally
abused a Crowe security officer
and a University Housing Official.
Bussie and the housing official then
engaged in a scuffle. The officials
had been investigating a disturbance that had occurred earlier in
the Calhoun Courts apartment complex when the assault happened.
Bussie was released on a $496
personal recognizance bond and
will be tried in magistrate's court
on Sept. 19. Bussie was arrested
for assault on campus last June but
was granted pretrial intervention
status at that time.
According to Ken Cooke, Associate Director of Student Devel-

opment, he and athletic department officials are reviewing the
incident and the university will
take appropriate action when the
investigation has been completed.
Clemson Football Coach Ken
Hatfield announced that Bussie
was suspended along with two
other members of the 1991 football team.
The other players suspended
were David Davis, and Pierre Wilson. Both of these players along
with Bussie were defensive linemen.
Bussie had been listed as a
starter during preseason due to the
injuries to returning starter Chester
McGlockton.
"Hopefully, these three players
will learn from disciplinary action
and restore themselves to a trusted
position on the 1991 Tigerfootball
team," said Hatfield on Monday
afternoon.
All of the players will have
practiced this week but will not
dress for the game against Appalachian State.
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Ticket officers are 'only doing their job
by Croskeys Royall
staff writer
People catch glimpses of them
riding about in their carts, going
from car to car.
The mere sight of them pulling
out their pink slips of paper can
cause students to strain their necks
to see what unlucky auto will be
marked next.
They are called a variety of
names. "Ticket Witch" and
"Ticket Hag" are a few of the
nicer ones. However, they are officially known as the Parking Enforcement Officers.
They are the people who make
sure that proper parking proce-

dures are followed here at Clemson
University and they are kept very
busy.
Andrew Harvill, senior, estimates that he has received 20 tickets inhisfouryearshereatClemson.
"I think ticket witches enjoy their
jobs far too much" he said.
Officer J. Chapman, who mainly
writes tickets for the 30 minute
spaces on the East Campus, guesses
that she writes about 45 to 50 tickets a day.
Luckily, according to Chapman,
most of the students who receive
the parking infractions are wellmannered about it.
"Some get kind of ugly but the
majority of students are nice" she

said.
She has heard a variety of excuses used by students trying to get
out of getting a ticket. The most
common have been "classes ran
over" or "I haven't been there for
that long" she said.
Despite a few run-ins with the
officers herself, Susan Springle, a
senior, does not blame them for all
the tickets that are given out.
"They are only doing their job."
she said, "It's not their fault that the
university has a majorparking problem."
Whether you respect them or
not, chances are you will soon be
seeing them on patrol in a parking
lot near you.

These ticket officers are doing extra duty guarding
the temporary parking on east campus.
CREDIT CARDS?

ANNOUNCING
PARKING CHANGES
ON CAMPUS!

SAI=I=
CAMPUS

TEST YOUR CARD SENSE

TJJA
Yes No
1
2.

Do you keep tabs on your cards to make sure that none has been lost or stolen?
.

3

Tickets will no longer be issued to cars
parked illegally in commuter and resident
lots when all available spaces are full.
ALSO...
The parking lot at the Horticulture Gardens
will be available temporarily for use by
residents of Lightsey Bridge Aprtments.

Do you cut up expjred credit cards before pitching them?

5.

Do you guard your telephone credit card with your life ... and keep the lid on
those long distance calls?
Do you check after each transaction to make sure that the correct card has
been returned to you?
Do you double-check the charges and the total of your bill?

6.

Do you rip up the carbons after each transaction?

7

Have you made a list of your major credit cards, their account numbers, and the
phone numbers to call if cards are lost?

4

Scoring: 1 point for each yes
1-3 Watch out! • 4-6
Possible targetl

«7

Card Smart!

r

why you'll love

Macintosh

1. It's easy to use.

6. It can grew with you.

Bring home an Apple* Macintosh* computer
today, and use it to complete assignments by
tonight—even if you've never used a computer
before.

This week you're majoring in philosophy,
next week it's nuclear physics. After all, no one
knows exactly what the future will bring. That's
why millions of students have found that investing in a Macintosh is a smart move. Because
Macintosh can immediately help you do whatever you do—better. And if, come tomorrow, you
find that you want to do something different, no
problem. It's easy to upgrade your Macintosh
to help you rise to the challenge.

2. You don't haw to «p«
computeraM.

)]))
Instead of cryptic MS-DOS commands such as COPY C:
\i-ORDPROC\DRAFT.DOC A:\WORK Macintosh uses familiar
words, such as Copy and Print, and pictures, such as file folders
for storing your documents ami a trash can for files you ivant to
throw away.

3. You don't have to bo a computer
science major to set one up.

Just plug everything together, flip the "on"
switch, and you're ready to roll.
4. It's a breeze to copy Information
mnti paste It Into another document
To copy this c/iart,
simply use the
mouse to choose
the Copy command.

7. It's groat for college end beyond.

Doing your work faster, better, and more
creatively is also a plus
in the working
world—and
that's precisely
why Macintosh
computers are
used in 74 percent
"of Fortune 1000
companies."

74%

8. It's got connections.

To connect a printer, a mcxJem, an external
hard disk, or just about any other peripheral
to a Macintosh, simply plug it in. That's all
there is to it.

To place the chart
in another document,
just choose lite
Paste command.

--

,

S. All Macintosh programs work In th«
same way.

I .earn to use one Macintosh program, and
you've learned the basics of using them all.
For example, the commands you use, such
as Open, Close, Copy, Paste, Save, Cut, Print,
and Undo, are found in the same place—
every time.

9. It lets you work with
others.
Every Macintosh is equipped with an
Apple SuperDrivc;- a unique floppy disk drive
that can use not only Macintosh disks, but also
MS-DOS and OS/2 disks created on IBM and
IBM-compauble computers. With SoftPC from
Insignia Solutions, you can even run MS-DOS
applications on your Macintosh.

-SO. It's so easy to network.

Just connect the LocalTalk'* cable from
one Macintosh to another Macintosh.
It takes just a few minutes, and you don't
have to buy any additional hardware
or software.
11. You can connect to your
school's mainframe or
minicomputer.

With Macintosh,
you can send in
assignments,
gain access to
software you
need for a class,
and receive
lecture notes,
class schedules,
and other
information—
right from your
own room.

□ E3 ED
C] CD EH

12. It's more
affordable than ever.
Macintosh prices have never been lowerespecially with the student
pricing available
from your
authorized Apple
campus reseller.
You may even
qualify for
financing, which
makes Macintosh
even more
affordable.
These reasons all add up to the
power of Macintosh. The power
to be your best:10

•D.««l on a survey conduced i,y Compurer uiTcflrRrnCe In Fcbroniy 19"!

For further information visit
The Micro Center in the basement
of the P & AS Building or call 656-3714

© 1991 Apple Computer. mC. Apple, .he Apple .0*0. t-ocafTalk Macintosh ancT'jgnwc;; .0bejou-^^%™™*™*g%^Jg£ £K£'J|
of Microsoft Corpoi-aii
e Is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. IBM and OS/2 arc registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. MS
a re*
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Opinions
Editorial
Clemson must adopt
new, more efficient
registration methods
The latest in a seemingly endless series of problems created
by the administration's efforts to increase the enrollment at the
University are the difficulties that students have encountered
getting into their required courses.
Many students who participated in preregistration in the
spring and paid all their fees were confronted with the extremely aggravating situation of being closed out of the
classes that are required for their curriculum. Those students
who are seniors and could not add the necessary classes
during regular registration are faced with graduating an entire
year late. In addition,
students who need
these classes as
prerequisites will not
even be able to register
The administration must
for the classes they
change its class registration
need for next semester.
policies.
It can be described
as nothing less than an
insult that students that
have been studying at Clemson for up to four or five years
cannot get the classes that they need to graduate on time.
Many of these classes, especially in engineering, are only
offered once a year, thus not being able to take them will often
cause the student to be a whole year behind.
The only way that this problem can be remedied in the
future is to change the system by which the classes to be
taught are decide upon and the way in which these classes are
to be assigned to students.
First, better research should be done to see which classes
will be in demand and how many sections of these classes will
be necessary. The University should then make it a priority to
insure that there is sufficient space available for all graduating
students. At least three sections of each popular class should
be created.
Second, there should be a second preregistration about two
weeks after the first so that students will know which classes
they got into and which classes they did not. This would make
it possible for students to possibly register for these classes in
summer school and avoid a distasteful surprise at the beginning of the next semester.
Third, registration forms for regular registration should be
handed out to seniors first and to the rest of the classes in
descending order of rank. Seniors and juniors should not have
to battle with freshmen and sophomores to get the classes they
need to graduate on time.
Fourth, the administration should cut back the number of
hours that freshmen and sophomores can preregister for,
possibly to 16. This would at least give upperclassmen a better
chance at getting the classes they need. It would also allow
professors that would normally be assigned to teach freshmen
classes to teach upper-level class classes^if their help proved
necessary.
Fifth, there should be a greater opportunity for substitution
of required courses. As it stands now, many required courses
are merely upper level repeats of previous required courses. If
a student legitimately cannot get a class that is required for
their curriculum, the administration should do everything
possible to help that student find a suitable alternative class.
Sixth, the add time at the beginning of the semester should
be extended, at least by another week. In addition, the last day
to drop without record should be on the same day. Very few
students know which classes they intend to drop by the first
Wednesday after classes start. Even the students who do plan
to drop often wait until the last withdrawal date. If both dates
were the same, the students who desperately need those
classes could add them as the other students drop.
Finally, the number of hours required to graduate should be
decreased in many majors. At present, most engineering
majors cannot graduate in four years. With the present problems students have had getting classes, many students may
take at least six years.
There is absolutely no doubt that class registration is a
major problem, especially to many graduating seniors.
Hopefully the administration will consider implementing at
least a few new ideas to help alleviate this problem in the
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Plus-minus grading needed
As we prepare for another
semester of classes at Clemson,
it might be wise for us to look
back and see how we have done
in the past. What I am specifically referring to are the grades
that we have received.
Have you ever received a
grade in a class that you felt you
did not really deserve, not because it wasn't the grade that
you earned numerically, but
maybe you felt that the 89 you
received in your class for a B
should be worth more for your
grade point ratio than the 80
someone else achieved the same
grade with?
This was the situation I found
myself in at the end of last semester. It is also a situation that
students will continue to find
themselves in until Clemson
University decides to adopt a
plus-minus system of grading.
I am sure that many students
are familiar with studying long
hours for a mid-term or final and
than just plain falling short in
the end. In my case, my grade
suffered because of one fill-inthe-blank question. It was even
more aggravating when I realized that I could have skipped
studying for the final altogether
and achieved the exact same letter grade, and 3.0 grade point
ratio, with an 80.
The plus-minus grading system would create a distinction
between the lower and upper

E. MANNING
editor-in-chief

TERRY
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EDITOR
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levels of the same letter grade. It
would also ultimately transfer
this distinction to the semester
and cumulative grade point ratios earned. This would be
achieved by awarding a slightly
higher grade point than the standard for scores in the upper levels and awarding a slightly lower
grade point for scores in the
lower level.
As students, we are ecstatic
when we score an 81 or a 91 and
are given the full credit of an A
or a B grade respectively for our
grade point ratio. We are also
usually the first to complain
(myself included) when the score
swings the other way and we
earn a B or a C with an 89 or a 79
respectively. In both instances,
however, the grade points that
we are awarded does not accurately represent the quality of
the work we have done. The
only way a situation such as this
can be avoided is to change the
grading system.
Plus-minus grading is a system that has been used for quite
some time in many universities,
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including Duke and Rutgers. It
has also received much popular
support from the faculty here at
Clemson.
According to Dr. J. David
Woodard, associate professor of
political science, having to give
a student with an 89 average a B
makes it difficult to sleep at
night. Integrity of student grades,.
however, leaves no other alternative.
Unfortunately, it is the students themselves that have kept
this system from being implemented in the past. The reason
for this is that everyone would
love to have a plus system, but
no one wants to have a minus
system. It is my feeling, however, that an A minus with a 90
hurts a lot less than a plain B
with an 89. It also would be
beneficial to those students who
consistently score just below the
next highest letter grade and
never receive proper credit for
their efforts.
The plus-minus grading system would allow for a more accurate representation of the true
achievement of each individual
student. It would justly reward
those student who fall just short
of the next letter grade and justly
penalize those who just make it.
Finally, it would create a greater
range of grade point ratios and
distinguish those students who
are truly the best in our class.
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Letters
Readers respond to
anti-abortion letter

Speaking Out

Witt Cottingham/ staff photographer

QUESTION:

What would you change about Clemson University?

Dear Editor,
Contrary to popular belief, "Pro-Choice" organizations are not
in combat with "Pro-Life" organizations. Pro-life activists are
against abortion, not against choice. Similarly, pro-choice
activists support reproductive freedom, not abortion. Reproductive freedom means the right for a woman to choose what to do
with her body in the case of pregnancy, not the right to terminate
pregnancy. In other words, a person can be "pro-choice" and
"anti-abortion".
Abortion was illegal from the mid-1880's until the early
1970's. In this time, the United States, government attempted to
impose morality concerning various issues, only to find devastating results. Just as the Prohibition of the 1920's led to a national
crime network, the anti-abortion laws led to a network of backalley abortion clinics. However, unlike the illegal alcohol, the
illegal abortions caused millions of women to die from infectious, dangerous methods of abortion. Thankfully, the revocation
of these laws led to the retraction of the crimes,
An anti-abortion law would not keep women from having
abortions. Just because it is illegal for minors to consume
alcohol does not keep minors from drinking. So, if abortion were
made unlawful, women would once again seek illegal abortions,^
therefore, placing their lives in the hands of unlicensed "doctors".
I can idealize a world where women did not have sex until
they were ready to have children. But, in a freecountry, this
simply cannot occur.
Women have abortions for many reasons, not just as a
convenient method of birth control. Some women cannot afford
to support a child or raise it in an adequately healthy environment, so they opt for abortion. Others be come pregnant due to
rape or incest, and choose to abort the fetus. Still other women
are advised by their doctors to get abortions for health reasons. If
abortion were illegal, all of these women would be forced to have
children that would be unwanted or even risk their lives to have
children.
Pro-choice activists do not necessarily believe that abortion is
morally correct. Rather, they recognize that different people will
have different views based on their personal backgrounds and
definitions of morality. Keeping abortion legal allows women to
make their own decision based on their own views — not other's
opinions.
Sara Huston
President
Clemson University Pro-Choice Action League

Dear Editor,
In last week's paper, there appeared an interesting and rather
radical letter focusing on an anti-abortion point of view. As I
read this letter, it occured to me that the author of the letter had
neglected to consider all of the consequences of the actions he
implies. I think that it is only justifiable to make him and others
aware of these consequences.
First of all, let me state that I am neither pro abortion nor anti
abortion. Abortion is a touchy subject that I would usually
rather not discuss, but last week's letter cannot go unanswered.
Abortion is most definitely the taking of a life. And that is wrong
in any way. BUT, in this country, in our situations, not everything can be "nice and neat." Consider: if abortion were outlawed, what would happen to the already over-crowded and
overloaded orphanages and adoption agencies? Where would
these new children go? To the streets, most likely. Abortions are
performed because the woman is not ready, either willingly or
unwillingly, to accept the overwhelming role of motherhood. If
this was forced upon her, the results could be disastrous. The rate
of child abuse (both by mother and father) would almost undoubtedly increase dramatically. A woman who is not mature
enough to be a mother will not know how to be a good mother,
and will end up on an irreversible cycle of abuse that will ruin her
chances at a happy life forever.
"OK", you say. This is all merely a conjecture and we have no
idea if it would actually happen. But think about it; almost every
homeless person has children that are taken with them to the
streets; the rate of unmarried mothers is already sky-high; the
adoption agencies are already swamped in a mire of beaucracy
and too many children for not enough good parents. If abortion
were 'outlawed, the black market for them would skyrocket.
Underground physicians performing operations in dirty rooms
with unclean, blood-stained instalments—what do you think
would happen with the rates of disease, especially hepatitis and
AIDS? What would you do if after getting drunk one night and
having a "good time" you were approached the next day and told
you were going to be a father? 1 don't think you'd want to go off
and get married. At least, most people nowadays won't. The rate
of unmanned mothers would inevitably increase, as well as the
rate of homeless mothers and their children who were thrown on
the streets because she couldn't afford her child and the rent at
the same time.
In conclusion, I would like to say to the author of last week's
letter: think about the implications of what you propose. Like 1

see LETTERS, page six

Change the drop-out rate of minority
students to a much lesser percentage.

Better integration between students
and student government.

Parking
Jodie Roberts
junior

Russell Green
senior

Don Burgess
senior

Americans should ban the Bible
America's public schools are
facing a problem I think will lead to
a severe degradation in society —
book banning.
People referred to as the "religious right" are making claims that
classic novels and stories are not fit
to be read by their children because
they may contain "foul language,"
promote satanism or promote socalled "New Age Religion."
Among the literary works targeted are Mark Twain's "Adventures of Huckleberry Finn and Tom
Sawyer," "Lord of the Flies," "Little
Red Riding Hood" and, worst of
all, "Webster's Ninth Collegiate
Dictionary."
How can parents actually believe they are protecting their children by preventing them from using
a Webster's dictionary? If a school
were to "ban" the dictionary from
the school, wouldn't that rob a student of the opportunity to expand
his or her vocabulary and spelling
ability? I think it would. It also
gives the student the excuse to misspell words, a problem that already
plagues millions of Americans, including myself.
These pointless parental actions
are costing the schools and the students both financially and educationally. Radical groups raise

money and pursue litigation to intimidate the schools into pulling the
"questionable" works from required
reading lists. As you know, a drawn
out courtroom battle can easily cost
a school district thousands of dollars to be taken from already lean
budgets.
The end result is a degradation
of education that will have ramifications on students currently here
at Clemson.
If the quality of primary and
secondary education declines,
which it might, the caliber of students entering Clemson and other
universities will also fall.
This will lead to a degradation
of society as a whole and place
more of a burden on earlier college
graduates; you and me. Someone
will have to take up the slack and
it's going to be us.
It won't be long before school
administrators pull "Little Red

Viewpoints

Riding Hood" off the shelves of the
library because she was toting wine
to grandma in her basket. To me
that sounds like a far cry from promoting alcohol abuse in the young.
And didn't Jesus turn water into
wine? Maybe we should look at
forbidding Americans from reading the Bible. It might lead to an
increase in.alcoholism.
I think the problem boils down
to groups of parents in this nation
that just have to have something to
bitch about no matter how trivial.
These people rely on pseudo-morality and radical religious beliefs
that they believe are absolutely correct; nevermind the fact that other
people may feel differently. We are
still guaranteed freedom of speech
and freedom of religion, aren' t we?
Never mind that document we call
the Constitution. What did those
guys know 200 years ago anyway?
This problem is not an isolated
one. Right here in the heart of the
Bible Belt, One Hundred Years of
Solitude by Nobel Prize winner
Garcia Marquez is under fire because it depicts incest and antiChristian attitudes. Correct me if
I'm wrong, but isn't it legal in this
state to many your FIRST cousin?
What's next? — ban the law?
Big Brother will be watching.
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said, I tend to oppose abortion on a
fundamental basis, but nothing is
fundamental anymore. I can
understand what would happen if
abortion were outlawed. I only
hope and wish that you can. I am
merely stating the "other" side of
the story, the whole truth has to be
known or a sensible solution will
never be reached. Maybe one day
when all of our other problems are
solved, we can address the issue of
abortion with a clearer and better
state of mind. Only then will we
be able to deal with the problem in
an effective manner, and get rid of
this inhumane practice of abortion
once and for all. Think about it.
Ryan Hauck

Student
comments on
"The Good Stuff"
Dear Students,
"Welcome back to Clemson,
The Clemson Alumni Association is pleased to provide you
with this surprise to get your
semester off to a successful start".
With all the best intentions I might
add.
Looking through my box of
good stuff it looks like a primer kit
for that first night out on the edge
of town, as vital to those guys just
leaving the auspices of mom as to
the now seasoned collegiate
returning after a long summer's

Clemson University
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CHINESE RESTAURANT
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LUNCH
Ole
Norm's

MONDAY - SATURDAY
11:30 am-2:00 pm

DINNER
SUNDAY-THURSDAY
5:00 pm-9:30 pm
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
5:00 pm- 10:00 pm

Golden
Dragon

We live in an age where the
meanings of sex, safe-sex, and
AIDS can no longer be shelved, or
spoken of in reclusive corners. If
you really hope the student's lives
are filled with "Good Stuff', throw
a couple condoms in with the other
good stuff.
Scott Lazar
Environmental Systems
Engineering

Come up
and help
Andy
figure out
where all
our money
went. Call
656-2167
for details.

Hamburgerology 101
Question: What gives Central
Park burgers that home-cooked
taste?
Burgers*Fries*Coke* Answer: 100 % U.S.D.A. choice
beef that was cooked just
1060 Tiger Blvd.
Clemson, SC 29631
seconds before you got it.

654-1551

Double Cheeseburger, Fry, and Drink
$3.00 tax included
Just a drive thru the "Park" and thank you for your support.
Ed & Tim

Come participate in

The First Annual Clemson

Tournament
September 14 at 12 noon
in Edgar's

Only $1.00 entry fee
Sign up now at information desk

Prizes!
wmmmm
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Park

Super Special:

Bi-Lo

at Hwy 93
Nest to
Thunderbird Inn

At home, whether they
stumbled or strutted, good stuff is
there. A reprieve from the pain are
two Tylenol taken after the last
drinking game. At last there is
Vivarin, for those determined few,
who are still striving to work the
night through.

Thee so venerable, Alumni,
how could you forget the precious
pairs, the still purring cubs, lost in
each others arms, that ended up in
a lover's lair. With a subtle
inclusion of a condom, or a rubber
if you will, you could have
safeguarded their fusion, and
precluded the intrusion of a deadly
and unwanted foe.

654-5740

Thunderbird
Inn

to Central

snooze. It's all here, a Bic shaver
for sensitive skin, Pert for that
perfect hair, Old Spice, and the
timeless life saver of romance,
Claiborne, a fragrance for men.
As the young tigers prowl into
town, the night air lifts and the
lady cats scream. They too, have
been blessed with good stuff from
those before them. The dancing
begins and the parties spin. Later
they wine, dine, maybe come
home intertwined, but the passion
goes on. Then the evening ends
with a myriad of matches.

September 6,1991
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The Tiger Letter Policy

CHEAP AIR FARES

AH letters to the editor must be no longer than two pages,
typed double-space, and must include the author's correct name
and ID number, address, and a phone number by which the
author's identity can be verified.
The Tiger welcomes letters to the editor. We do, however, reserve the right to edit letters before they are published on the
editorial pages. We also reserve the right to reject any letters that
we find inappropriate for publication.
Mail all letters to The Tiger c/o Editorial Editor, P.O. Box
2097, or bring them by the offices at Suite 906 of the University
Union. Letters must be typed and received no later than 1 p.m.
on the Wednesday prior to that Friday's issue.

• All Cities •
• All Airlines •
+ 10% Student Discount

Small World Travel

654-6125 654-84401
Classic Photo
Photographers Needed
Immediate Openings • Part Time Evenings
35mm Experience Preferred
Transportation A Must
"-W

Call 654-8019
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Must present coupon
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ALL STUDENTS,
ALL PURCHASES
WITH VALID I.D. CARD
GOOD SERVICE, GOOD FOOD,
GOOD PRICES

HAPPY NEW YEAR 5752!
The B'nai B'rith Hillel Student Organization wishes Jewish
students, faculty and staff a Healthy and Happy New Year
5752. The Jewish High Holy Days are:

Rosh Hoshana - Sunday evening, Sept. 8
Mon & Tues, Sept. 9 & 10
Yom Kippur - Tuesday evening, Sept. 17
Wednesday, Sept. 18
For information concerning religious services and possible rides,
please contact the individuals listed below:

For Congregation Beth Israel in Greenville
(Conservative)
Dr. Richard Klein at 654-6108
For Temple of Israel in Greenville (Reform)

Breakfast Anytime
1001 Tiger Blvd.

Dr. Myles Wallace at 654-6509
For Temple of Israel in Anderson (Reform)
Dr. Martin Slann at 654-3511

654-4161

Presbyterian University Ministries
FORT HILL
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday, Sept. 8, 1991
10:30am
11:30
6:00 pm

Worship
Lunch and Sermon (Feedback Session)
Supper and Program

Featuring Speaker President Max Lennon Topic Living Faithfully
You Are Invited
To Worship God
With Us!
■C
■<

Fort Hill
Presbyterian Church
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Ninety-Four Years of Worship and
service in the Clemson Area.

n

n

399
College Ave.
Clemson

®

10% DISCOUNT

I
J

Get TU fifed For* ffoff Price-

^

Telephones
654-2061
654-9207
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Fulfill all your communications
requirements with one course.
AWTSTUDENT
SAVER PLUS

If you're looking for a simple way to handle all of your communications needs, there's one prerequisite. Join AT&T Student

Saver Plus. You'll be able to get an entire line of products and services designed specifically to save college students time and money. □ Our Reach Out9

America Calling Plansf

$

W:*!*

could save you money, no matter where and when you call. Call Managerf \

\\IJ\

will

save you time by separating your long distance calls from your roommates' calls, for free. And the AT&T Calling Card makes it easy to call from

anywhere to anywhere. □ AndwithAT&T,you'llalwaysgetthemostreliablelongdistanceservice. D Plus, ifyou register for

almost
mtupi -.■■■

any of our services-or if you're already an AT&T customer-you'll ULijii] get a free hour's worth of AT&T long distance calling* As well as discounts

on all kinds of things, all year round. □ So ask about AT&T Student Saver Plus. You'll find that for this communications course, we did our homework.

Join AT&T Student Saver Bus today. Call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 4810.
tThis service may not be available in residence halls on your campus.
'Good for one hour of direct-dialed, coast-to-coast, night and weekend calling, based on prices effective
2/16/91. Offer limited to one $8.25 AT&T Long Distance Certificate per student. Offer valid through June 30,1992.
©1991 AT&T

Ad No. N5752A
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Additional circulation boxes Write News
now available on campus
for The
Tiger. Call
656-4006
and ask for
Mike.
Erik J. Martin
circulation manager

Four new circulation boxes for
The Tiger have been implemented
on campus.
The new boxes, in effect with
the three others that were implemented last semester,will be useful
in two ways.
First, the boxes serve as a means
of centralizing certain circulation
areas on campus. Secondly, each
will provide a place where students
can get The Tiger without being
drenched by rain and other weather

factors.
The new boxes are located at the
following locations: the walkway
between the Shoeboxes and Sirrine
hall, between the front doors of
Clemson House and two at the walkway between Daniel and Kinard
halls.
The other boxes will remain at
their present positions.
Those locations include the
walkway near Commuter lot C-4
by Lowry and Lee halls, the walkway leading to McGinty Mall and
outside of Harcombe Dining Hall.

®

KA6

KA0

KA8

KA8

Congratulations!
KA0 Pledge Class 1991
We Love You!!
Dianne LaRoche
Amy Mahaffey
Lori Martino
Jennifer McNeill
Carey Melvin
Bex Moreland
Krista Neidig
Shannon Palassis
Christine Percival
Christi Platt
Mitzi Pruitt
Melissa Rogers
Nikki Royer
Jane Smith
Stacey Snyder
Healther Stanley
Christy Tamms
Julie Walters
Candace Weber
Carrie Whitley

Shari Altman
Sheila Anderson
Sonya Angelakos
Megan Bannon
® Beth Barger
Freddia Bartless
Paige Borden
Carrie Cree
Keri Donley
Caroline Fleming
Julie Fox
Catherine Garrison
Elizabeth Garrison
®
Blythe Hamilton
Shelley Heuer
Beth Hilscher
Elizabeth Humbert
Johanna Johnson
Bridgette Keller
Sunni Kennedy
KA0

KA8

KA0

KA8

KA8

KAQ

KA6

KA8

226 Pendleton Road, call 654-5959.

Experience
A Prerequisite in Today's Job
Market!

Gain Both, Working 3 to 5 nights a week for prestigious
Colleges and Universities
Help Universities/Colleges and gain business experience. If you are mature, reliable and speak articulately, we will train you to be a PROFICIENT
Caller and Fundraiser.
$5.25/hour
Call

Kristen Leuthold
Trish Lewis
Ipinny Lilly
Susan Mah||lm
Lisa Malony
Leigl| Martirf
Garlf Maf fief d
Mallory McGee
Amy McGuijre
Gina Miller
Lori Rawling
Amy Richardson
Teresa Robinson
Kristie Seiyertb
Debra Sorce 1
Deanri Stringer
Lori Tucker
Jennifer Trish
Anne Vandenberghe
KAQ

Adult Services and Sunday School at 10:45 am.
Student organization forming now.
Call Jeffrey, 858-8536, for information

Every Successful Person Has ItHow Can You Acquire It?

■mm Congratulations To
k-\ Gamma Phi Beta's
fla |99T Pledge Class!

KA0

We Believe:
in the freedom of religious expression
in the toleration of religious ideas
in the authority of reason & conscience
in the never-ending search for Truth.

Confidence

First Friday pep rally and
concert tonight in the
Amphitheatre. Don't miss
them!

Bridget Balanis\
Jill Behuniak
Melissa Bendt
Gina Irown
Bridget Burke
Ansl jy Jg|*apmajp;s|::
Sarafi Cosby
Leigl Davis
Leigh Derrick
Keitiril Dpn^hlief
Courtney Dunn
Amy Frederick
Ashley Hamilton
Katherine Hanback
Emily Her|hj|erger
Missie Hicks
Stacy lliff
Katherine Jackson
Louise Lamothe,

The Clemson Unitarian
Universalist Fellowship

FUND-RAISING AND MANAGEMENT COUNSEL, INC.
3921 CLEMSON BLVD.
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29621

231-7104
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challenges like no other oigaa
in the world. As a Coast Guard
:er, you could find yourself leaf
cue mission, chasing drug snu
i, or enforcing environmental \i
oast Guard OfficerCandidate S
be the start of an exciting new -
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Please send me Information on the Coast Guard Officer Candidate School
®
Name
. City.

Address

®

Telephone (

)-

Please mail coupon to:

®

Or call:

. Graduation DateU.S. Coast Guard Information Center,
6th Floor—Suite626, Dallas, TX 75240
1-800-424-8883, Ext. 1112
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Yarrow faces challenges of life fearlessly
Debbie Hughes
staff writer
Life has not always been so successful for faculty member Deborah
YaiTow. By the age of fourteen, she
had lost her father to heart disease
and her mother to insanity. Her
oldest sister took over then. "After
losses like that, nothing scares me
any more," says Yarrow.
At the age of fourteen, she
worked seven days a week saving
for her first car. At the age of sixteen, she talked her way into college with good grades and a high
ACT score. She made it through
college with scholarships and working after school. This hard work
taught her self-discipline, and also
helped her to work through the grief
of losing her parents.
Yarrow, wife of Dr. Greg Yarrow, a wildlife specialist and mother
of three, currently teaches English
at Clemson. She graduated from
the University of Southern Mississippi with a Bachelor of Science
degree in English in 1977. She
continued her education at Hollins
College, receiving her Master's
degree in English in 1980. Yarrow
strives to lead a balanced life with
the Lord, her family and friends,
her teaching career, and her love for
nature.
As an active member of First
Baptist Church, she teaches vacation bible school one week out of
every summer. This summer she
used her musical talents to entertain
and educate the preschoolers at
VBS.
In support of her children's
schools, Yarrow is Vice president
of theP.T.O. at Central Elementary
for the second year in a row. In
October she will organize another
Halloween Carnival fund raiser for
the school. Last year she utilized
her writing capabilities to write a
thirty page "how to" manual for the
carnival.
Happily married after fourteen
years? Impossible! However, Dr.
and Mrs. Yarrow have found the
"secret" to a happy marriage to be
sharing each other's interests. For
example, when he was in graduate
school, she lived on a fourteen thousand acre wildlife refuge in Texas
with him.
She helped trap, sedate and
radiocollar deer and wild hogs; listened to alligators bellowing at
night; and drove an old World War
II style jeep. In return, he would

Remember,
tonight is
the First
Friday Parade at 6:00
A pep rally
will follow
in the outdoor
theatre
Go Tigers!

drive her into cities for art exhibits
and cultural outings. The two took
turns going through graduate school,
giving up their own wants for the
advancement of the other. After
receiving his Master's, he worked
in a furniture factory in Virginia
while she began her graduate study.
Yarrow admires and appreciates
her husband for everything they
have been through together and for

Clemson, she replied, "Because my
husband asked me to!" He had
located a job at the University and
wanted her to join him. She enjoys
her students and the many
complimenting evaluations she receives from them. She also loves
the great lakes to sail and water ski
in and the Smokey Mountains in
the distance.
Yarrow has a special love for

She helped trap, sedate and radiocollar deer
and wild hogs; listened to alligators bellowing at
night; and drove an old World War II style jeep.
Deborah Yarrow
English Instuctor
each other.
Yarrow feels that the best thing
she has done with her life is having
children. "My husband and I agree
that the moment we first saw and
heard our first child-was the highest
high, the single most exciting time
of our life." She is very thankful for
their lives.
When asked why she came to

nature and a desire to help solve the
problems that exist in the surrounding areas, such as the PCB' s in Lake
Hartwell.
Other problems that she feels
she can help with are foster children. In possibly ten or fifteen
years, after her own children are
grown, she wants to be a foster
parent to keep children from feel-

Deborah Yarrow
ing like they are a burden.
This is her last year teaching
here, for now. She has decided to
return to Graduate school and receive her Ph.D. in either English or
Speech Communications.

"The best way to fare life without fear is to strive for knowledge,
understanding. I don't think I will
ever be able to stop reading, asking
questions and probing other
people's minds."

Checking account service charges

One of these is a colt
expense you can live wi

nilth flamlina Watinnal 1/nnn/o thnt .,|
,mii«„„ „,
South
Carolina National knows that alongn ™Ath
with college
comes
a lot of necessary expenses. But checking account service
charges shouldn't be one of them.
That's why we've created our Bargain Checking Account.
It gives students a checking account with all the extras —
without a monthly service charge.
There's no limit to the number of checks you can write.
So you can use your Bargain Checking Account to buy all of
the essentials shown above.
And Bargain Checking comes with an ATM card that you
can use free at over 160 TouchMatic Banking locations all
nn

© \m\ South Carolina \;ttfan;il Itonk
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South Carolina.
Including
those at our beaches. (That
can realty come in handy during spring break.) Plus, you can
use the card in thousands of Relay and Cirrus machines
across the country.
What's more, only SCN offers Flex Response — a special
telephone service that lets you call for your bank balance and
transactions anytime — free of charge.
Bargain Checking from South Carolina National. One

stSlhouS686^ South
FLEXBANKINGnever do without ^

Carolina National
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Heath convicted, receives 15 years

Cheerleader mom found guilty of hiring hitman
HOUSTON - A jury on Tues- ter, Amber, to be so distraught she
day convicted a woman of trying would drop out of the cheerleading
to further her daughter's high competition, thereby ensuring that
school cheerleading prospects by Holloway's daughter, Shanna,
hiring a hit man to murder the would make the squad.
Defense lawyers did their best to
mother of one of her daughter's
discredit
the testimony of the state's
rivals.
After a week of sensational tes- key witness, Terry Harper,
timony, the eight-man, four- Holloway' s former brother-in-law,
woman jury found Wanda painting him as a man who could
Holloway, 37, guilty of attempt- not be trusted and who may have
ing to hire someone to kill Verna engineered the scheme to hire a hit
Heath. Holloway could be sen- man.
On six occasions, Harper retenced to life in prison.
As the verdict was read, corded conversations with
Holloway put her head on the table Holloway about going through with
and wept, while friends and rela- Heath's murder.
It was apparently those tapes
tives attempted to console her.
The jurors will return Wednesday that did the most damage to
for the sentencing portion of the Holloway, who appeared confident
throughout the trial.
trial.
In his closing argument to the
Prosecutors contended that
Holloway thought Verna Heath's jury, prosecutor Casey O'Brien redeath would cause Heath's daugh- played several segments of the tapes

It gnawed her to the point of obsession."
The defense, meanwhile,
played on Harper's seven marriages, the fact that he had held 15
jobs in the last three years and his
wife's testimony that he had
planned a frame-up with
Holloway' s former husband, Tony
Harper.
"Terry Harper is unbelievable.
He's a liar," defense lawyer Stan
Schneider said in his closing arguments. "Without Terry Harper,
Wanda Holloway is innocent.
They can't substantiate Terry
Harper."
Maria Harper, Terry's wife,
said her husband was trying to use
the hit scheme as a way of returning to the good graces of the family , and that he had repeatedly said
he was going to "burn that bitch.''
(c) 1991, Los Angeles Times

and said that Holloway's voice
wasn't that of a woman who was
frightened. The defense contended
that Harper had threatened
Holloway in an attempt to keep her
from backing out of the deal.
"You listen to that tape. You
don't hear fear in her voice," said
O'Brien. "You hear hate. She's
consumed with hate."
At one point, Harper asked
Holloway if she wanted to back out
of the murder scheme, to which she
replied: "If s not that I don't want to
do it, I just have to get the money."
She eventually gave Harper a
pair of earrings worth $1,995 as a
down payment on Heath's murder.
At another juncture, prosecutor
Mike Anderson told the jurors,
"This is not about cheerleading,
folks. This is about a woman who
hated two other people so much
that it gnawed at her day and night.

The Tiger
needs
more
photographers!
Call Chip
at 6564007

The Tiger is looking for competent
writers to fill
available positions
in all sections.
1

For more information, come to the
meeting on Sunday night at 8 p.m.
in Room 906 of
the University
Union.
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Take it,
momma,
take it!

Imagine a Fiber That Went to the Moon and Back.
Imagine Yourself at Hoechst Celanese.
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When NASA needed the best
fire-retardant material for astronauts'
suits they asked Hoechst Celanese
to develop it. Now widely used in
fire fighting suits and in military and
industrial apparel markets, our PBI
fiber in the fabric on passenger
seats was praised by Federal safety
officials as instrumental in saving

lives during a plane crash. Hoechst
Celanese is a major force in fibers
and film manufacturing, creating
products that are used in outer
space...under the sea...and all
points in between. If you want to
make this kind of difference in the
world, imagine yourself in the world
of Hoechst Celanese.

For more information about Hoechst
Celanese, contact the University Recruiting Director, Hoechst Celanese Corporation, Building D, Route 202-206, .PO Box
2500, Somerville, New Jersey 08876-1258.
Or, call toll free: 1-800-445-6265.

Hoechst Celanese
Hoechst B
The Hoechsl name and logo are registered
trademarks of Hoechsl AG.

Watch this publication for career fair dates and other pertinent information.
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Hubble fails again
(c) 1991, The Baltimore Sun
NASA engineers are trying to
circumvent a new glitch in the starcrossed Hubble Space Telescope,
an intermittent power failure that
afflicts one of the most productive
of the telescope's five scientific
instruments.
Because of the problem, NASA
has stopped using one of two ultraviolet
detectors housed in the
telescope's Goddard High Resolution Spectrogaph.
"It's behaving exactly the way
my dryer at home has been working
recently," said Doug Duncan, an
astronomer at Baltimore's Space
Telescope Science Institute, the
center for Hubble research. "You
throw your clothes in and turn it on
and you never know whether you' re
going to have perfect results or
soggy results."
The power problem has not affected the Hubble's four other instruments, including its two
cameras, its Faint Object Spectrograph and its sensitive
light meter, called the High
Speed Photometer.
Joe Rothenberg, NASA's associate director of flight projects for
Hubble,
said that there was still a chance
that experts at NASA's Goddard
Space Flight Center in Greenbelt,
Md., would be able to fix the telephone booth-sized Goddard spectrograph, located behind the
Hubble's main mirror, with commands radioed from the ground."
Two of the six gyroscopes that
keep Hubble pointed at celestial
objects have
malfunctioned, and a third threatened to do so, although so far the
telescope is still able to lock on its
targets.
The Goddard spectrograph was
designed to study faint ultraviolet
emissions given off by very bright
objects such as active galaxies and
supernovas. It recently gave scien-

CLASS,
from page one
sections which they signed up for.
Out of the 74.9 percent who received clean schedules, only 61.3
percent of those students received
their schedules exactly as requested.
Of the 13,370 students who preregistered, only 39 percent received
clean schedules and were enrolled
in all of the sections they signed up
for.
Although the number of students
receiving clean schedules is up from
the 72.9 percent who received clean
schedules during the Spring semester, Student Services Program Coordinator Mark Cecil commented
that the statistics are always better
during the Spring semester.
"If a McDonald's (restaurant)
was only able to get the order completely correct around 40 percent of
the time, they would be out of business." said Horton.

PARADE,

w

tists their first look at huge clouds
of intergalactic matter that may be
the flotsam of the early universe.
Duncan and David Lambert of
the University of Texas are using
the Goddard spectrograph to study
invisible ultraviolet emissions from
some of the oldest stars in the Milky
Way.
Duncan tried to use the Goddard
spectrograph over about a 12-hour
period
Monday. But he said engineers
could keep it working for only about
six hours.
Because of the telescope's tight
schedule, Duncan said, "There's no
possibility of saying, 'Oh, well,
that didn't work. Let's try something else."
The research time is lost."
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Zeta Tau Alpha
Nikki Knight
Amy Bayne
Karen Bellum
Robin Brown
Dena Davis
Dianna DiNardo
Nicole Disco
Kassie Edgar
Hester Eichel
Melissa Ellenburg
Donna Elliott
Lori Emmerman
Ashley Gaston
Debra Glenn
Elizabeth Gray

Brom Galloway
Terri Hall
Joelle Harper
Sara Helms
Eliabeth Holliday
Kristen Holstein
Lynn Howard

1991 Pledoe Class

Jessica Hubbard
Danielle Jones
Kathryn Maxwell
Stacy McClure
Celeste Landrum
Laurie Neal
Nicole Ray
Cristie Rowland
Katherine Skiades
Mindy Tant
Elizabeth Timmerman
Laura Touard
Mary Schwegler
Christie Wilson
Liz Samson
Mary Zehmer

In memory of our loving sister and friend

Laura Dobson

WORK SMARTER
NOT HARDER.
Engineering student?
Smart.
Math or science
major? Also smart.
On tests, you probably
run equations over again to
make sure they're right. So
you're working harder.
^bu don't have to do it
anymore. Not when you
use the 77-68 Advanced
Scientific or 71-81 Graphics
Calculator, with their last
I equation replay feature

and so many other smart
functions.
We've spent years with
students like you and educators like your professors to
develop the TI-68 and the
TI-81. That's why they're so
highly recommended.
For engineering students,
The TI-68 solves up to five
simultaneous equations,
provides complex number
functions and offers formula
programming. That's power.
And for math and science
applications, the
| TI-81 offers the
jmost comprejf hensive, yet.easy|to-use graphing
functions with extensive programming capabilities.
Try a 71-68 or
71-81 at your local
71 retailer today.
\nd start working
smarter, instead
of harder.

from page one
in the outdoor amphitheater led by
the Clemson cheerleaders and the
Tiger Band.
Megaphonic, a rock band that
mainly plays covers of classic rock
tunes, will be performing for the
public for free in the amphitheater
after the pep rally. In the event of
rain the group will play in Edgar's.
Kugler hopes that several thousand people from the surrounding
area will show up for the fun.

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

The Tiger's weekly entertainment guide
September 6,1991
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Working with students still important to Charney
by Elizabeth Owensby
staff writer
One full wall is lined with books about
film and writing. Posters of scenes from the
off-beat series "Twin Peaks" occupy another
wall. The atmosphere here is relaxed and
inviting. This is 810 Strode Tower - the
office of Dr. Mark Charney.
Dr. Charney joined the Clemson faculty in
1987. He was recently promoted to Associate Professor of English as well as being
named Assistant English Department Head.
Although he only teaches part-time now, his
new responsibilities still allow him to be
involved with students. Working with students is important to Dr. Charney because he
feels that "the students are by far the greatest
asset" at Clemson. His new duties involve
conducting exit interviews, scheduling English courses and acting as an advisor. His
main responsibility is to assist English majors in every way possible. This aspect of his
job is especially appealing to him because he
"can act as a liaison" between the students
and the administration.
Dr. Charney graduated from Clemson in
1978. He received his master's degree from
the University of New Orleans and went on to
earn a Ph.D. at Tulane University. Of these
three institutions, Dr. Charney says he enjoys

Clemson the most although he misses living
in a big city.
Dr. Charney has been married since 1987.
To him, "marriage is great." He and his wife,
Sappho Erin Delight, have no children yet,
but stay busy with a dog and two cats. Mrs.
Charney has recently written a book entitled
The Secret Family.
Dr. Charney is also involved in writing.
He has recently finished a critical evaluation
of Barry Hannah's works and is currently
working on a biography of D.W. Griffith.
His main interests are film and theater.
He has long been affiliated with theatrics
at Clemson. Since returning to Clemson four
years ago, he has appeared in numerous plays
including "Three-Penny Opera" and "True
West" which was featured at the Spoleto
Festival two years ago.
Dr. Charney is currently directing "Landscape of the Body," a play about the beginnings of violence in New York. It will be
presented September 24th through September 29th. He .also acts as the advisor for
Alpha Psi Omega, the honorary theater fraternity.
From the posters adorning the walls of his
office, it is easy to see that Dr. Charney is an
avid filmgoer. He especially enjoys horror,
psychological and epic films.
His interest in film, in fact, gave him the
opportunity to become the first entertain-

pholo by Paul B. Browii/ slafi photographer

Mark Charney
ment editor for The Tiger. He also teaches a
film class and a graduate level seminar on
film and literature.
His love of film, however, does not end
with the school year. This summer Dr.
Charney attended the Media Institute in Columbia to study film editing and video making.

Although he has been teaching at Clemson for only four years, he has developed
quite a following. Former students of Dr.
Charney describe him as an "interesting" and
"excellent professor." Perhaps his popularity is due to the fact that he understands his
students not only academically but personally as well.

Students adjust to co-ed
floors in Johnstone Hall
by Blair Stokes
staff writer

photo by Wilt Cottingham/ stall photographer

'The Zoo' goes 'Underground'
by Amy Henderson
Time-out editor
What do you get when you
add surfer movies and lots of
"hanging out music" to a bunch
of pool tables, a couple of bartenders and a dance floor? The
answer is not "The Zoo."
In fact Clemson's newest, private night club is doing a lot of
things differently than the club
that once existed in the same spot.
The Underground opened its
memberships Thursday, August
29 to Clemson University students, and has sold between 250300 so far.
Acting managers Jay and Britt,
who wanted to remain last-nameless, were asked by the owners to

go in, do some renovations on the
building, and set up memberships
and private parties. "After we get
everything going for a while, we
are planning to do more renovations and get a shuttle," Britt said.
The two have already added
black lighting and neon splash paint
on the dance floor and ceiling. They
have taken down The Zoo's wood
paneling, changed all the booths
and made several other lighting
changes.
Britt said The Underground will
be playing progressive and Top 40
music. "Dance music," Jay added.
"All dance music Thursday through
Saturday nights." Sundays are set
aside for classic rock or "hanging
out music" as Britt termed it.
This weekend The Underground

is planning for a big after-thegame crowd, giving away free tshirts and key chains to members
and guests. September 11, a Raleigh, NC band Johnny Quest will
be on stage playing its punk-funkmetal music in the tradition of
The Red Hot Chili Peppers and
Faith No More.
Jay said they will reserve the
club for sororities and fraternities
Mondays through Wednesdays
with bands on Wednesday nights.
With plans for hairy chest and
bikini contests, several national
bands booked already, and all
those Clemson students glowing
on the dance floor under the black
lighting, The Underground may
be Clemson's hottest night club
in 1991.
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Johnstone A, previously an allfemale residence hall, now houses
males on two of its four floors.
Sections of the seventh and ninth
floors are being used for over-flow
housing this year, according to Scott
Nelson of the West Campus Housing Office. The need for male housing was so great that 45 of the
double-occupancv rooms were assigned three students at the beginning of the semester. Only ten
rooms still house three residents,
and half of those remain triples by
the occupants' requests. "Amazingly enough," Johnstone A residence director Trish Wilson said,
"some people didn't want to leave."
Male residents now live in the
original sections of the floors (the
"tin cans"), while females live in
the newer annexes. Doors leading
to the annexes have been installed
and are locked at all times. Only
annex residents have keys to these
doors. Wilson says doors leading
to male sections will soon be installed as well. Residents must also

show IDs with special A section
stickers to be admitted into the building.
Students seem to have adapted
well to the changes, but say the
transition has not been without its
inconveniences. Sophomore Ann
Doty said, "There are too many
locks and the guys are much louder
than the girls." Desk clerk Lisa
Branco agrees, "I lived here for two
years, and in those two years I never
heard the hall as loud as it was the
first weekend night of the semester."
Freshman Bill Robinson lives in
Johnstone A and has two roommates. ' He was offered the chance
to move elsewhere, but chose to
stay. "Neither of us wanted to move
our stuff and since we all get along,
it was no problem. But it's a pain to
show your ID every time."
"This year will be a year of
watching to see how well it goes,"
said Nelson, who has run coed buildings in the past. "I think they're
some of the smoothest running
buildings," he said, and hopes to
prove to wary administrators coeducational housing is an option at
Clemson.

Free concert tonight
by Beth Arthurs
assistant Time-out editor
"Free" is everyone's favorite
word, and the annual free First Friday concert will be today in the
amphitheater.
It will begin after the First Friday pep rally at approximately 7:30
p.m. Appearing this year will be
Megaphonics, a band that appeals
to a wide rand of tastes, playing hits
from artists like ZZ Top, James

m

Brown, Jerry Lee Lewis and Willie
Nelson, as well as some exciting
original tunes. Members are Rob
Carlisle on guitars and vocals;
Steven Engleron on vocals, harmonica and flute; David Edelstein,
drums; and Stacey Leazer on bass,
vocals and guitar.
Megaphonics is a real crowdpleaser, so come to the free concert
tonight and, whether you dance and
sing along or just listen, you will be
entertained.
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Sailing club teaches beginners boating procedures
by Paul Cottle
staff writer
If vou have been at the YMCA beach on a
breezy afternoon, then you may have seen
sailboats gliding across the lake. Those sailors were probably Clemson students like
Victor Boudolf, a skipper for the sailng team,
and Andrew Hill, crew for Boudolf, who
usually sail three times a week.
Boudolf stresses the importance of teamwork when racing 420s (a 420 is slightly less
than fifteen feet long). Hill is on the sailing
team because he likes the water, going fast
and the varied social activities such as a
planned camping trip to Lake Jocaste in November.
Robert Harrison, captain of the sailing
team, wants to maintain the close group atmosphere he has experienced since he joined
as a freshman. The team practices weekday
afternoons from 4 to 6:30 p.m. The sailing
team plans to race in nine regattas this semester, including the preliminary competition
for the nationals which they are hosting for

the first time.
The sailing club, whose members form
the team, meets on the second and fourth
Thursdays of the month at 7 p.m. in Martin
M105. There is no experience necessary to
join the sailing club and life jackets are always accessible. Dues for the 60+ member
club are $25 a semester, and there is also a ten
dollar maintenance fee. Those interested in
learning more aboutthe club should contact
Ty Osborne, club president, at the meeting
September 12.
The club has nine 420s, six C15s (slighty
longer than the 420), a catamaran, a sunfish,
a laser, a motorboat and two windsurfers; all
of which can be used at any time by members
who have demonstrated their ability to use
the boats safely and without damaging them.
For those who have never sailed, the check
out procedure usually takes one semester and
other members will teach beginners the basics. Harrison says that sailing is an activity
that you can enjoy for the rest of your life and
that the sailing club makes it an easy way to
learn.

photo by Scott A. Curry/ staff photograghei-

Several members of the sailing club practice maneuvering their
sailboats around this Lake Hartwell buoy.

Dr. Geddes takes students on unforgettable
Recycling not a fad,
adventure at Outdoor Lab
according to professor
by Amy Henderson
Time-out editor

by Sherry Wickliffe
staff writer

Scaling a 12 foot wall and swinging on a rope over a 10 foot tar pit
does not sound like the typical assignment for a speech class; but for
Nonverbal Communication 330, it
is a class requirement. Each semester Dr. Doreen Geddes takes her
class to Clemson's Outdoor Laboratory to participate in all types of
outdoor adventures and challenging activities on the group initiatives course.
Students are guided through
simple exercises to complex problem-solving tasks, working with
their group to cross imaginary rivers, escape from head-hunters in
the jungles of South America, and
maneuver from island to island over
piranha infested waters to reach an
awaiting cruise ship.
By working- with the class to
solve these and other problems, Dr.
Geddes' students learn team building skills, strengthen relationships
within the group, improve communication skills and increase personal
confidence.
One of the students who went to
the lab this semester, Larissa
photo by Witt Cottingham/staff photographei
Heimlich, said that you have to put
your trust in other members of the Students from Dr. Geddes' class take the challenge
group, and also learn to show them
your support when things get tough. of Clemson's Outdoor Lab group initiatives course.
Business and coiporate manage- munication, and encouragement "process" or assess each task after
ment groups from Clemson, Ander- which are all vital elements in work- the group has successfully comson, Greenville and Seneca also ing relationships.
visit the Outdoor Lab to learn to
Throughout the course a trained
see Outdoor, page 19
build the cooperation, trust, com- facilitator works with the group to

Jesus Jones concert rocks Atlanta
by Cyre Boggs
staff writer
Jesus Jones definitely gave the
crowd their money's worth at Center Stage in Atlanta last Monday.
This London punk/pop band played
songs from their two albums
Liquidizer and Doubt.
The energy created by the group
was undescribable. They electrified the concert goers with stinging
vocals, grinding guitars and heart
pounding base beats. Mike
Edwards, the lead singer, captured
his audience with his hit "Right
Here, Right Now" from the Doubt
album.
The crowd pulsated and sweated
with emotion as the five man band
played from the soul. Jesus Jones
put on an unforgettable performance. This band will be around
for a long time.
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Recycling is no longer a fad
according to John Porter, Professor of Textiles. Porter has organized the recycling program
here at the university. In February 1989, he started placing recycling receptacles in Sirrine
Hall. Later he put them in several
dormitories and on sidewalks so
students could recycle their aluminum cans and newspapers.
This program was an independent decision of Porter and was
based upon "various interests of
students." He says recycling will
not be a fad because "the high

costs of landfills has forced us to
do so." Porter added that an average of seven tons of recyclable
paper products and one-fourth of
a ton of aluminum is obtained
each week. The trash that is recycled saves approximately 350
cubic feet per week.
Most students feel that this is
a good idea. Freshman Mary
Hidge feels that recycling "is a
good idea because our children's
future depends on it." Melissa
Malachi, also a freshman, agrees
with the recycling program because it "is a great way to make
more than one use of a product,
and we can save the Earth while
doing it."

Child Play's evil Chucky
rises again; unfortunate
resurrection for moviegoers
by Chris Moore
staff writer

television movies as Shattered
Vows, Dreamer of Oz and Side by
In the new film Child's Play 3 Side, makes his theatrical debut with
the foul-mouthed, red-haired killer Child's Play 3; but his attempt falls
doll from hell is back, and as usual short of its intended goal. Throughhe soon wreaks havoc on his old out the movie he uses sweeping
rival and soul mate, Andy Barclay camera angles and long exterior
(Justin Whalin). Andy, who is now shots which, instead of making the
16, attends the Kent Military School, film more cinematic, serve only to
where he falls in love with female destroy the fluidity of the picture.
cadet Christine De Silva (Perrry
Because the plot is too predictReeves), and is hounded constantly able, Bender's use of melodramatic
by his arrogant unit commander, set-ups to familiar scare tactics only
Fred Shelton (Travis Fine).
aids in creating a film that is much
When Chucky plans to use the more out of touch with the viewing
young cadet Tyler (Dakin audience than it should be.
Matthews), for a partner in his evil
Although he tries to return
game of "hide the soul," Andy Chucky to the roots of the first film
catches onto his game and tries by fashioning the killer doll into the
throughout the film to stop him. role of a mysterious, shadowy figTheir antics finally lead each other ure, the character of Chucky is no
to a nearby carnival, where a final longer a mystery to the audience
battle ensues between Andy and and the evil presence is not as powChucky inside the haunted house erful.
ride.
This third and hopefully final
Not only do they resurrect film of the Chucky legacy places
Chucky in this third movie attempt, childhood fears on the back burner,
but they also resurrect the plot from and although it tries to be different
the first film as well. The only origi- from the first, it still cannot break
nal aspect of this film is the philoso- away from the shadow of its predephy that people are done in by their cessor.
own environment. For instance, a
It is just another attempt at capigarbage man is killed by his own talizing on the success of the first.
garbage truck, a barber by his own For these reasons Chucky ends up
razor and a toy company president becoming just another boring serial
by his own toys.
killer in the ever-widening field of
Jack Bender, director of such overexposed horror chant
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Construction
on
Campus
■*---■■■■■***

Millions
of dollars and
hundreds of
construction workers are
changing the face of the
Clemson campus.

Johnstone demolition set for early October
by Terry Cordaro
staff writer
Two new segments of Johnstone Hall will
be ready to house University students in
August 1993.
The B, C and D sections of the original
complex will be replaced by two high-rise
buildings in a $16 million project.
Demolition of the B, C and D sections will
begin in mid-October.
A builder will be chosen from among 17
bidding companies at a conference Sept. 12.
The contractor is the Waco Company from
Charlotte. According to Greg Padgett of the
University housing office, the goal of the
housing office is "the renovation of the entire
Johnstone complex by the end of the decade."
The task has been divided into two phases.
The first consists of the construction of the
first two Johnstone buildings. Two more
buildings will most likely be constructed by
1996. Future construction of other residence
halls will occur in future phases.
The current Johnstone residence halls were
never intended to be permanent fixtures on
campus. In the jargon of construction, "permanent" means buildings have a life expectancy of about 50 years. Johnstone was
constructed in the mid-1950s as a dormitory
for freshmen at Clemson Military College.
According to Al Lindsay, a civil engineer
and supervisor of the current construction,
Johnstone was one of two building types in
the country completed by a fast, cheap method
called "top-down" construction.
In this method, the concrete slabs which
form the floors are poured on the ground and
then raised to their levels in the reverse order
from most buildings.
The roof is poured and raised first, followed by the highest floor, etc. Lindsay said
this method gave the University "quick
completion with bottom-dollar prices."
Some settling of the topsoil beneath the
foundation of the B, C and D section has
occurred, but the building is still structurally
sound and could have lasted another ten
years, he said.
However, housing officials felt it would
be in the best interests of the students and
University to build the new buildings now
instead of waiting until structural damage to
the buildings became readily apparent.
Also, the total cost for rebuilding the entire Johnstone complex has been estimated at
$40 million. With inflation, this price is
certain to rise. The sooner the work will be
completed, the more money the university
saves, he said.
There were about 600 beds in the sections
of Johnstone which will be demolished next
month. Each new building will have four
fewer beds because the rooms will be larger
and there will be a 30-foot space between the
two buildings.
Some of the features of the new complex
ichbuildir

sure about 14 by 11 feet.

Better late than
never!
Originally built as "temporary
housing," Johnstone was operational for almost 40 years.
By the end of summer, Johnstone
Hall had been gutted of its walls
and asbestos. Demolition of the
remaining structure is planned
for October.
Above, in its time, Johnstone Hall
utilized state-of-the-artconstruction as promoted by this photo.
Photo by Chip East/head
photographer.
The buildings will be carpeted throughout
and students will be able to receive cable
television.
There will be one bathroom for every four
students and an activity center or kitchen on
every other floor of the five-story complex.
There also will be a basement, but its
contents are still being planned. State-ofthe-art telephone and fire alarm systems will
be incorporated as well.
For Lindsay, this project is especially
meaningful because he is a 1980 alumnus of
Clemson and lived in Johnstone for two years.
"It gives great pleasure to be involved in this
L-lifetime experienc

nity," he said.
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Brackett Hall renovation on schedule
from staff reports
The renovation of Brackett
Hall on West Campus is proceeding as planned. The twophase project, on which
construction began in January,
will house the psychology, political science, sociology, and
geology departmental offices
along with Undergraduate Studies and University Research offices when completed.
The construction has forced

the closure of one side of phase, renovation will begin on
Calhoun Street in front of the the annex.
building. Traffic is now oneOriginally, Brackett Hall
way south between Brackett and housed the University's chemJohnstone Hall.
istry department. When the
The building was constructed needs of the department were
in two phases. The original not being met by Brackett, arbuilding was built in 1951 and chitects evaluated whether renoan annex was added in 1965.
vating the building was a feasible
Phase One of the project, idea.
which is scheduled for midIt was recommended that the
March 1992 completion, will University build a new chemisrenovate the original building. try building, Hunter Hall, and to
At the completion of the first renovate Brackett for general

purpose class rooms and office
space.
After the renovation is completed, a more defined front entrance to the building will exist.
The "real pizzazz" of renovation will occur inside the building, project manager Randy
O'Kelley, said. The renovations
will give it "a fresh look compatible with surrounding buildings," said O'Kelley.
A new atrium will provide an
abundance of natural light elimi-

nating the long dark hallways
that are characteristic of
Brackett.
Interior renovations are directed at redesigning the circulation in order to improve the
building's efficiency.
Overall, this project, funded
by the state, is an effort to improve the current under utilization of the building and to insure
the removal of asbestos, according to O'Kelley.
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Chip East/head photographer

Work on Brackett Hall renovation continues as cranes (above) and assorted
other pieces of heavy equipment are used to remove the old and install the
new. The original building was built in 1951.
Right, sparks fly as an aluminum structure is seen being cut to be fitted to from
the foundation for concrete block walls.
Completion of the first of two phases will be complete by mid-March. A starting date for phase two has not yet been set.
Chip East/head photograpr

Paul Brown/staff photographer

Because of the Johnstone Hall renovations, the automated teller machines had
to be relocated to the front of the Dillard building. All the machines should be
operational by next week.

Teller machine relocation complete
by Nancy Wilde
staff writer

file photo

Up, up and away!
Construction is always changing the face of the
campus. Here one of the high-rise dorms on East
Campus is erected.

The automated bank tellers,
which were previously located next
to Johnstone Hall, have been moved
due to the oncoming demolition of
Johnstone.
According to Al Lindsay, the
project manager of the Johnstone
renovations, the bank tellers have
been permanently relocated in front
of the Dillard laundry building on

the corner of Klugh Ave. and Fort
Hill St.
C&S, First Citizens, NCNB, and
South Carolina National are the four
available automated tellers. AH of
the tellers are running, except
NCNB, which should be running
sometime next week, Lindsay said.
The Facility Planning Committee chose this site for the automated
tellers out of a half dozen suggested
sites.
The committee felt that the tellers should remain on West Cam-

pus, due to the larger student population there, he said.
However, First Savings Bank has
an automated teller located on East
Campus next to Byrnes Hall.
In addition, Lindsay stated that
additional bank tellers will probably be constructed on East Campus at some point in the future.
Lindsay described the new location of the bank tellers as "very
secure." He said that the area is
well-lit and that there are no obstructions where thieves could hide.
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Arts center scheduled
for completion in 1993
by Scott Lazar
staff writer
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While Johnstone and Brackett Halls in the
center of campus are truly being renovated,
the Performing Arts Center (PAC), out behind the Strom Thurmond Institute is actually being born.
The PAC construction began in March
and is scheduled for completion in the Spring
of 1993. But according to Mark Wright, the
University Master Planner, this year's persistent rain has already put them a little behind schedule.
The center will provide a variety of new
spaces to take the burden off of Tillman and
Daniel auditoriums. Inside, a 1,012-seatthe-

tions. But this way, we will get a really classy
theater and stay within our budget."
The budget is now set at roughly $11
million, including $600,000 for a new 400
car parking lot. Wright also said that the
parking lot should be open for student use
this semester.
Additionally, the PAC will include a 180200 seat recital hall, a dance studio with a
spring wooden floor and a shop where sets
can be crafted.
In fact, 15 years of discussion preceded
last Spring's ground breaking. Max Lennon,
University President, finally approved the
project after Student Government pledged
fees to help pay for the building.
To find an architect, a national design

"Sure, if we had an unlimited budget, it would have been
ideal to build one even larger theater for concerts, and another
smaller one for the drama productions. But this way, we will
get a really classy theater and stay within our budget."
Mark Wright,
University Master Planner

-*

1

I

Chip East/head phoiographei

Although it appears to only be a hole in the ground, progress is
being made. In addition to earth moving, some footings for the
foundation have been poured.

ater, with a presidium stage, will be large
enough to hold concerts and major performances, yet small enough to offer a cozy
atmosphere for the Clemson Players productions.
Cleverly designed, the house can be sectioned off to hold 500 people for these drama
productions. In comparison, Tillman Auditorium holds about 850 people and Daniel
329.
Wright'sjustification forthe combination
theater is simple, "sure, if we had an unlimited budget, it would have been ideal to build
one even larger theater for concerts, and
another smaller one for the drama produc-

competition was launched, to which over 700
people responded. Out of a field of 260 final
designs, a winner was picked in May of 1989.
To most students and faculty, the Performing Arts Center will merely be another
attractive building to spruce up the image of
the campu?.
To some it might even be an intrusion,
another hunk of steel and stone cast in among
the green fields and shady oak groves that
once offered tranquility. But to those who
have sat cramped in or were stuck standing
outside of either Tillman or Daniel auditoi i
urns during one of the many sold out performances, it will be long overdue.

East Campus Activity Proposed Clemson Student Center will
Center planning underway be a regular beehive of activity
by Blair Stokes
staff writer
A $14.8 million student center
to be completed on East Campus
by 1996 will house three wings of
staff and student offices, multipurpose and sorority rooms, as well
as a variety of stores and students
services, Joy Smith, associate vicepresident of Student Affairs said.
The 128,500 square-foot project
is to be located at the corner of
South Palmetto Boulevard and
Cherry Street, where Hanover
House is presently located.
Relocating into the student activity wing of the center will be the
University's Career Center; student radio, newspaper and yearbook offices. The wing will also
house new computer rooms,

lounges and recreational areas.
Located in the center's auxiliary wing will be a bookstore
(replacing the West Campus
bookstore), an additional post office, convenience store, canteen,
laundry outlet and possibly the
Bursar's office.
The third wing could possibly
be leased to sororities as chapter
rooms, and will also house the
Panhellenic office.
"To build this building," Smith
said, "we are embarking on a
$3.5 million capital campaign."
That money, she said, will have
to come from private gifts from
alumni, corporations and student
organizations.
The University will provide
the rest of the funding for the
project.

Clemson University officials
plan to raise $3.5 million of
Panhellenic Sorority
the projected $14.8 million
Wing
total cost for a proposed
Student Center from private
'.•iiV.V:>.-..V''.:"!ij
sources.
Envisioned as a community
Auxiliary Services Wing
center located in a major
Panhellenic office
residential area on campus,
t^V;',v. • Sorority chapter rooms^j)
the facility would contain
128,500 square feet of space
for a variety of activities.
^Convenience rfore
~~>ost Office
L'CODV shop
Canteen/dell-^
***•- ■■,:
Laundry/dry dealing outlet
Student Activity Wing

Source: CU Division of Student Affairs

Career Center WSBF radio Student publications offleesJ
itudy and computer area Ballroom/ multipurpose room
V^-r'" Recreation/video area ;
•■' Information/staff office '.>\>;

designed by Dave Crockett/ CU News Service:

The Tiger would like to continue
to provide special addition center
spreads. If you have an idea or
would like to help with the
composition, call 656-2150 or bring
your idea to the general staff
meeting every Sunday night at 8:00.

W(\Z Wt^tX
Design and layout by Bill Swain. Special thanks to
University News Services for providing information
and graphics.

No more parking on the grass

Chip Easl/Iiead phologiapher

As construction continues on West Campus parking lots, the fields on
Perimeter road have become temporary commuter parking.
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DISCS & TAPES

Clemsons Largest
COMPACT DISC
Selection

"Our everyday low prices beat competitors' coupons"

Tapes • Posters • Blank Tape • Concert Shirts
We pay CASH for used tapes & CDs
Downtown

College Ave.

National Service Sorority
Welcome's You to Open Rush
September 9-11

Paul Brown/staff photographer

About 600 students now occupy the new East Campus housing finally named
Lightsey Bridge Apartments.

Lightsey Bridge Apartments open
by Terry Cordaro
staff writer
One significant addition to the
campus this fall has been Lightsey
Bridge, the new East Campus apartment complex. The complex was
built by the W.H. Weaver Company in a little more than one year.

The 150 units house four students each. All apartments have
two bedrooms, a living room,
kitchen, bathroom and vanity area.
There are also eight handicappedaccessible apartments, which feature specially equipped kitchen
amenities and bathrooms.
According to Fred Mappus, the

Now at the Vision Center

planner of the complex, "the idea
was to build the apartments to fit
into the surrounding woods and to
try not to disturb as much of the
natural surroundings as possible.
"Mappus added that a landscape
designer will be awarded the landscaping job this winter to help beautify the area.

654-6413

• 7:30 - 8:30 p.m. Monday at the
Clemson House
(Sunday Dress)
• 7:30 - 8:30 p.m. Tuesday in the
Palmetto Ballroom
(Fifties Theme)
• 7:30 - 9:30 p,m, Wedneday in the
Calhoun Commons
(Service Project)

CHEMISTRY STUDENT FINDS MISSING tINK
'It was right in the palm of my hand.

Pocket Professional
SOfTWARE FOR THE
HP 48SX
Mathematics
General Chemistry
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Personal Information Manager

Ask Your Local

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
For Pocket Professional Software
THE VISION CENTERS
Drs. Bell, Jenkins & Nimmons, Optometrists
123 By-Pass 'The Commons' in Seneca • 882-3338
370 College Avenue in Clemson • 654-7980
105 Earle Street in Walhalla • 638-9505

Share The Experience

CO-OP
CAREER DAY
SEPTEMBER 11,1991
PALMETTO ROOM, STUDENT UNION
9 AM TO 3:00 PM
The office of Cooperative Education is presenting a
Career Day Program to give students an opportunity
to talk with employers and gain valuable information
about co-op career options.

With Herff Jones
Graduation
Announcements.
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
DECEMBER GRADUATES
ANNOUNCEMENT & CAP & GOWN ORDER DATES
5DAY AND FRIDAY
'•Rlft-19-20

PA YMENT IN FULL AT TIME OF ORDERING

Mlifflflll

Uf

Visit our office any weekday
8 AM until 4:30 PM
212 Hardin Hall
Jf Qg

mES

^* I™ ^

^ «4 3™
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Famed director Capra dies at 94 OUTDOOR from page M
by Allan Wallach
Frank Capra, the director of some
of America's most beloved movies,
died Tuesday. He was 94.
Capra died in his sleep at his
home in the desert resort town of La
Quinta, Calif., a family spokesman
said. Since 1985, Capra had been
confined to his LaQuinta condominium by a series of strokes.
A Sicilian immigrant who got his
start by talking his way into directing a 1922 one-reeler, Capra became
one of Hollywood's most influential
filmmakers, occasionally producing
and helping write his pictures.
By far, his most popular movie
was the 1946 "It's a Wonderful Life,"
in which James Stewart played a
man dissuaded from suicide by a
guardian angel who shows him how
he made the world a better place. The
film is shown all over the television

dial during the Christmas holiday
season.
"Frank Capra will always have
a very special place in my heart,"
Stewart said Tuesday. "I think this
is true for the motion picture industry and true for the millions of
people who saw his pictures. I will
always be grateful to him for the
wonderful and unfailing help he
gave me as a motion picture actor."
"It's a Wonderful Life" was
not among the movies that won
Capra Academy Awards as best
director. His three Oscars were for
"It Happened One Night" (1934),
"Mr. Deeds Goes to To wn" (1936)
and "You Can't Take It With You"
(1938).
Some cynics scorned his movies as "Capra-corn." But discerning the darkness beneath the
sentimentality, such filmmakers

as Steven Spielberg, Robert
Zemeckis ("Back to the Future"),
Ron Howard ("Cocoon") and the
documentary maker Marcel Ophuls
("The Sorrow and the Pity") acknowledged his influence.
Spielberg, the maker of "E.T." and
other Hollywood hits, called "It's a
Wonderful Life" his favorite movie.
Capra's many honors included
the Congressional Gold Medal, bestowed on him last year. Eight years
earlier, he won the American Film
Institute's Life Achievement
Award. The filmmaker, barely visible to many in the audience because of his short stature, said that
"the art of Frank Capra is very, very
simple. It's the love of people ...
Add the freedom of each individual
and the equal importance of each
individual and you have the principle on which I've based each of
my films." (c) 1991, Newsday

Write for Time-Out
Call 656-0986
Amy needs help

Become Involved With Organizations
On Campus - In The Amphitheater

Undergraduates who plan to graduate on
December 19, 1991, should:
1) Obtain a diploma application from the
Student Records Office, 104 Sikes Hall.

3)

The group has to figure out a
way to communicate the plan
nonverbally, which proves to be
very interesting and sometimes hilarious.
Clemson University's Outdoor
Lab, which lies on the edge of
Pickens County near Pendleton, also
features a high ropes course with a
zip-line and tightropes 35 feet above
the ground.
Several students in Dr. Geddes
class are planning to go back to try
the ropes course on their own time.

Organizations
Day

DEADLINE TO APPLY FOR
DECEMBER, 1991, GRADUATION
IS SEPTEMBER 11, 1991

2)

pleted or, in a few cases, failed that
task. The group determines who
stepped forth as the leader, who
came up with a plan, who provided
the strength and who became frustrated.
"I want the class to get to know
each other better before, we begin
talking more openly about
nonverbal communication," Dr.
Geddes explained. Some parts of
the course calls for complete silence throughout a difficult group
activity.

Sept. 12th 12-3 PM

Make payment for any fees in Bursar's
Office. (There is no charge for the
diploma itself.)

Organizational Mailboxes
In Student Gov't Office Important Info Needs To Be Picked Up - ASAP!
Interviews In Student Gov't Sept. 9-12

Return completed application to the
Student Records Office, 104 Sikes.

Note: Providing the information requested on
the application, paying any fees, and
returning the completed application to
the Office of Student Records properly
notifies the University that you desire to
be a candidate for graduation.

Student Senate
Student Gov't Council
Minority Council

Back To School SPECIALS
95

BED'S

14

4 DR. CHEST

-l-f 95
I I
mo
50

SOFA'S
DORM FRIDGE
VCR or TV's

12

mo
mo

Q95 mo.
i95 mo.

A+RENTS
ALL THE COMFORTS OF HOME

•RENT
■BUY
•RENTTO-OWN

ALSO AVAILABLE

COMPUTERS
WASHERS
DRYERS
STEREOS
* NO DEPOSIT

CAMCORDERS
MICROWAVES
DRESSERS
BUNKBEDS
DINETTES
Same Day Delivery *

Hwy 93-653-3100

m
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Volks wagon GTI provides serious touring enjoyment for owner
by Paul Ilenda
staff writer
As I anxiously paged through
the Sunday classifieds one rainy
morning, I discovered the car of my
dreams: a 1983 Volkswagen GTI
with 97,000 miles on it, a sunroof
and only "minor" repairs needed.
The ad read $2,000 or best offer,
which was $500 more then I could
manage to scrounge together at the
time. After a quick phone call, I
hastily grabbed my jacket and
headed for the door. I could picture
the car in my mind, a shimmering

silver GTI which would run trouble
free, look good and go fast.
Upon arriving at the seller's
house, I stood in amazement. The
car I had imagined was a basic
$1500 GTI. What I saw was a
smooth low, sleek, racing machine.
The entire car was lowered two
inches until its front spoiler nearly
touched the ground. The gargantuan, black, exhaust pipe was at
least three inches in diameter, and
the tires were like steam rollers.
The bright red GTI emblem on the
front grill snapped out at onlookers,
warning them of the potential this

car possessed. The silver paint
was badly tarnished, and there
were a few scrapes here and there,
but it was a steal for the price. A
short test drive quickly confirmed
the deal. The water temperature
ran a little high and the volt meter
seemed a bit off, so I proposed
$1500 and gladly piloted the car
home. I especially loved the deep
exhaust note which resembled
more of a GTO in full swing than
a lOOhp 1.8 liter. The acceleration, about 8 to 9 seconds 060mph, was strong.
After a few hours of close ex-

Ine?q?ensive, Romantic 1)ining!

Italian Cuisine Steaks & Seafood
4126 Clemson Blvd. Next to Holiday Spa
Anderson, SC

50 or 60mph! The 19001b car could
stop faster than a snag in your fishing line. In typical street races, this
car could easily keep up such leadsleds as a Mustang 5.0 or a Chevy
Camaro. It was so agile that on
twisty roads no car came close to it.
While playing tag with a friend's
Escort GT, I was able to pass on the
outside of sharp right handers hanging the tail out, and blasting by with
ease. I kept my GTI for a long time,
and was happy to be the owner of
such a car. It was one of the many
German-built cars made for serious
touring.

<

^welcome

Relax And Enjoy Yourself At Our
Sports Lounge In Glass Enclosed Upper Deck

PASTA HOUSE

amination, I learned the timing was
advanced a full twelve degrees TDC,
a Neuspeed throttle body was fitted
and a new Leistritz exhaust system
was added. A set of Eibach springs
lowered the suspension and made
the car corner on rails. With the
bumped timing it was possible to
literally melt the tires during acceleration. At 25mph in fifth gear, acceleration was still brisk, and once
on a slightly downhill stretch, I
pushed the car to an estimated
125mph. Cornering was like nothing I have experienced before.
25mph exit ramps could be taken at

Uioly trinity Bpiscopal Church invites yon to dinner
Sunday, September 8, at J.OO v.m. in the parish hall.
°We are located across the street from the soccar field.

Monday - Saturday 4:00 pm until...Sundays 12:00 afffll &00 p|n

Sunday Services

(Owned By A Crazy Chef Who LOVES Clemson Sports!)

'Reservations Suggested!

8, 9, II and 6
Canterbury ^Dinner at 7

231-8811
CAN YOU AFFORD THE ARTS?

YES!!!

PURCHASE A CULTURE ARTS MINI-SUBSCRIPTION FOR $20.00 AND YOU CAN SEE THE FOLLOWING EXCITING SHOWS!!!

IANE POWELL OCTOBER 24,1991

GET A CULTURE SHOCK!!!
CHINESE GOLDEN ACROBATS JANUARY 22,1992
CHRISTOPHER HOLLIDAY FEBRUARY 29,1992

COMING THIS MONTH!

HARVI GRIFFIN ON THE HARP MARCH 28,1992

WITH THE PURCHASE Of A
MINI-SUBSCRIPTION,
V0U COULD WIN TWO TICKETS
TO THE
NBA EXHIBITION CAME
FRIDAY OCTOBER 25, 1991

OH! MR. FAULKNER DO YOU WRITE?
TILLMAN AUDITORIUM, 8:00p.m.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14

TICKETS ON SAlt AT THE
HOUSTON ROCKETS
VS.

UNIVERSITY UNION BOX OffiCE

CLEVELAND CAVALIERS
NINI-SUBSCRIPTIONS ON SALE SEPTEMBER 19 AND 20!!
DRAWING WILL BE HELD MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 23!!

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY UNION

««*:
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Anthrax and Insane Jane: albums sound better than group names
bvM.C.Kine
by
M.C. King
staff writer
Anthrax —Attack ofthe Killer
B's
"First off, this is not the new
Anthrax album. This EP is a collection of unreleased material and Bsides..." This is a quote from a
letter to the "constant listener" from
five guys flying over your house
called Anthrax. This EP (yeah, 45+
minutes - "Penikufesin!") contains
a song many have heard and liked
tremendously, "Bring the Noise."
Yep, Public Enemy joins the boys
and shares the lyrical raps with Scott,
with the rest of Anthrax providing
heavy chords over PE's wicked
drum sample.
If you do not enjoy shaking all
body appendages to this song, you
obviously have not heard it or your
mom was sleeping in the next room
during Headbanger's Ball. But you
say you do like the song? Take
heart, O ye faithful, there is another
rap song on this CD! On your case,
in your face, "I'm the Man '91!"-a
remix in its true definition: added

The
Tiger
is
looking
for ad
staff.
If you
are
interested,
call
6562167
for all
the
details.
Bcperience
in
lay-out
is not
necessary

.,_„„„ different
A-.™
. beat,
u._. "new
„.__. and,
verses,
improved (like TIDE)."
The CD also includes "Milk (Ode
to Billy);" KISS fans will note
"Parasite;" a couple more cover
tunes and two of the funniest songs
I've heard since kindergarten,
"N.F.B. (Dallabnikufesin)" and
"Startin' Up a Posse", a very original, explicit anti-censorship song.
The song is straightforward with
hard-hitting lyrics justified in the
insert, which is cool. It contains
nice art, some pix, lyrics(of course),
a letter from the boys to you, and
the "who, what, when, where, why,
and how" of each song.
For Anthrax fans, this CD adds a
nice touch to your collection. For
non-Anthrax but "Bring the Noise"
fans, get it and give it a chance. If
you do not like it, bite your tongue,
sell it back so we poor folks can get
it at a discount.
Insane Jane — A Green Little
Pill
Since the earliest forms of written prose, Whitman, Wordsworth,
Dickinson to name a few, authors,
poets and writers alike have been

„*-:..:__._
„,..._._.,the_type of, qual.
striving
to achieve
ity writing that will open the mind
of its audience and create fantastic
visions of past and present days. It
is harder for songwriters to accomplish this type of poetic lyricism
because of today's music standard
when it comes to song length.
One band about to take control
of the limelight is Insane Jane, because of its ability to captivate the
listener with amazingly poetic visions of pleasure and pain. Insane
Jane has also grasped the ability to
write songs that can be interpreted
in several different ways so they
can touch almost any listener with
feelings so close to home it is uncanny ! For instance, the song "Fear"
dredged up some memories for me,
nonetheless unpleasant, but memories that can help me to understand
myself a lot more.
On the lighter side, there is a
song expressing feelings about
Sinead O'Connor that I have felt
since I first heard of her. The song
says things that many of us have
wanted to say for years.
Insane Jane's lead singer is an

O

enrapturing young woman whose
voice is strong, yet still retains femininity. She has to be well trained in
vocals because it would be hard to
believe someone could be born with
her talent.
She is not the lone talented band
member, either. She is backed by a
trio of adept musicians who provide a heavy drum beat with guitar
riffs that would make one want to

T

invest in the company that provides
them with strings. I only wish they
could have shown off their bassist a
little more.
- For fans of good local rock and
foil in the tradition of Athens/Atlanta bands, this is a wise purchase.
Imagine what drivin'n'cryin would
be like with a female lead, and a
close approximation of Insane Jane
can be found.

More doctors recommend
extra-strength HP

More and more PhDs across the
country are recommending HewlettPackard financial and scientific
calculators to their students. And
for some very strong reasons.
"The HP 48SX Scientific Expandable
has powerful graphics tools that are
remarkably helpful to students learn- j
ing mathematical concepts. And
with the equation solver feature, it's
excellent for applying mathematics
to engineering," according to Dr.
William Rahmeyei; a professor of civil
and environmental engineering at
Utah State University.
"The HP Business Consultant II has
an equation solver and extensive

math functions. These free the students from computational tedium
so theycan think and interact on a
higher level," says Dr. Lee V. Stiff, a
professor of math education at North
Carolina State University.
So go check out the HP calculator
line at your college bookstore or IIP
retailer. You'll agree, there's ho faster
relief from the pain of tough problems.
HP calculators. The best for your
success.

ia

HEWLETT
PACKARD
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Coaches Corner—Sideline gear worn by America's greatest coaches and teams.
Expanded Jewelry Selection—14 karat gold tiger paw charms, necklaces, tie
tacs and earrings.
Gear for Sports—Great looking, fashionable Clemson clothing.
Crable Sportswear—Paisley and plaids with a definite Clemson flair.
M.C. Escher—Screen-printed T-shirts
Lighter Than Air Balloon Center—Helium-filled latex and mylar balloons for
all occasions. For something special choose a balloon walker or stuff a balloon
with a gift.

Look out below!

photo by Witt Cottinghain/staff photographer

The Music Center— Features the latest Top
40, rock, and pop releases on compact disc and
cassette.

5ICQE

Two seniors rollerblade off the cement steps near
the P&A bulling.

EXPO

'91

. Expo '91 Sept. 17 10am-4pm
at Little John Stadium
• Expo Workshop Sept. 11
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm at Student
Senate Chambers
• All Majors Welcome
• Many Positions Available
(Summer Interns, Co-ops, Full
and Part-Time Employment
Opportunities)

L

Sponsored by: Student Government in Conjunction with
Career Center and Delta Sigma Pi

In Clemson

FK&pom RIDGE
APAKTMEHTS
New in 1989

Furnished and unfurnished
2 bedroom townhouses and flats
2 full baths
Washers and dryers in all units
1 mile to campus
Lots of storage space

Zoned For Four People
Call Now
646-9990 or 646-2424

WE WANT TO SHOOT

YOU!
1992 TAPS
YEARBOOK
PORTRAITS
LAST TWO WEEKS
NO APPOINTMENTS NECESSARY
DROP IN AND GET SHOT.

Student Government
Room 160
Sept 9-20, Mon. - Fri.
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
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Think of it as separate eheeks for your phone bill.

K ****

If you've ever had trouble figuring out just who made which calls, take a tip from us.

iJrGet AT&T Call ManagerA For free. □ With Call Manager, all you have to do is dial a simple code. And we'll

separate your long distance calls from the ones your roommates make. □ Plus, if you sign up for Call Manager

now, you'll also get a free hour's worth of AT&T long distance calling* And you'll become a member of

AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products and services designed to save students time and money.

□ So sign up for AT&T Call Manager. Because there are some things roommates shouldn't have to share.

Get AT&T Call Manager today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4813.
fThis service may not be available in residence halls on your campus. Musi have true touch tone telephone and service.
•Good lor one hour of direct-dialed, coast-to-coast, night and weekend calling, based on prices effective 2/16/91 Offer limited to one $8 25 AT&T Long Distance
Certificate per student. Oder valid through June 30,1992
© 1991 AT&T

Ad No. N5761A

AT&T
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TiGer CoMics

What's playing at the Y-TKeater?
Come try to catch Bruce Willis in:

Thursday, Sep 5 thru
Saturday, Sep 7
Shows at 7:00 & 9:15pm

Only $2
This week's FREE flick

Videos, Videos, Videos...

Sunday, Sep 8

Every Wednesday in Edgar's
This week:

Shows at 7:00 & 9:15pm

Fire Birds

FREE w/Clemson ID

September 11
Shows at 5:00, 7:15, 9:30pm
Only $1

Need more info? Want to help at the Y-Theater? Call 656-2461
Sponsored by the Films & Video Committee of the University Union

wy'LivwB

Upcoming Sports Events
That's right!! Football is here
again. The Tigers open the 1991
campaign against Appalachian
State tomorrow at Death Valley
at 1 p.m. If this is your first
Clemson football game, be
advised: get there early!

Tiger Facts

Spirts

Volume 85, Issue 1

Clemson has not lost a
football game against a
Southern Conference
opponent since 1952,
when Clemson and USC were in
the conference and the Gamecocks beat the Tigers, 6-0.
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Football Tigers ready to open '91 season
Appalachian St. first
to visit the Valley
by Daniel Shirley
staff writer
To say history is on Clemson's side as the
Tigers host Appalachian State Saturday at 1
p.m. would be a major understatement.
However, if the Mountaineers' turnaround
against Marshall this year is any indication,
Appalachian State is ready to buck history.
Last year, Marshall rolled past Appalachian State, 50-0. Clemson defeated the
Mountaineers 48-0 last season. But last week,
the Mountaineers turned the tables on the
Thundering Herd with a hard-fought 9-3 victory.
The Appalachian State defense was the
focal point against Marshall and should be
for the entire season, with an all-conference
performer at each line on the defensive side
of the ball. The line is anchored by two-time
All-Southern Conference selection Avery
Hall, only a junior. Rico Mack led the
linebacking corps last year and earned thirdteam Associated Press Ail-American honors.
Mack returned two interceptions for touchdowns last season, including a school recordtying 100-yard return against James Madison.
Gary Dandridge sat out last season due to
disciplinary reasons but was an all-conference defensive back in 1989.
On the offensive side of the ball, quarter-

back D.J. Campbell will look to lead an
experienced backfield. In the win over
Marshall, Campbell threw for 118 yards,
completing 13 of 20 attempts. Behind
Campbell are J.R. Reaves at fullback and Al
Ellis at tailback.
However, the Mountaineers will not only
have to tame the Tigers, but they will also
have to overcome Death Valley and history
both of which look to be heavily weighted for
Clemson.
This season will be the 50th year of football in Death Valley, and if numbers are an
indication, the name is accurate. In the previous 49 years Clemson has racked up a record
of 164-62-6. The Tigers have won their last
eight home games, including all six last year.
During the last ten years Clemson is51-8-3at
Clemson Memorial Stadium and at one point
had a 25-game home winning streak.
Another factor staring the Mountaineers
in the face is their lack of success against
Clemson. Although the two teams have only
met twice, the Tigers have dominated both
meetings, outscoring Appalachian State 88-7
in the two contests. In 1984, the Tigers ran
away with a 40-7 victory, and last season's
contest spotlighted a pair of freshman
tailbacks on the way to another rout. Ronald
Williams led the way last season, gaining a
season-high 183 yards on the ground. Derrick Witherspoon added 123 yards and one
score.
The Mountaineers should not feel too bad,
because they are not alone in their failures

file photo

Ronald Williams in action against Appalachian State last year.
against Clemson. The Tigers' dominance
includes the rest of the Southern Conference
as well. The Tigers have not lost to a Southern Conference school since leaving the
league to join the Atlantic Coast Conference
in 1953. That streak spans 26 games, dating
back to a 6-0 loss at South Carolina in 1952.
Current Southern Conference teams have

even a worse time with Clemson. The last
Tiger defeat at the hands of a current Southern Conference team was in 1943 when Clemson dropped a 21-7 decision to VMI.
History and talent are both in Clemson's
favor as the two teams square off Saturday. If
you are a Tiger fan, you have to hope to see
history repeat itself again.

Prognostications hopeful, Soccer team fails to strike gold
hopefully accurate
against 49ers, settles for scoreless tie
Another season is here, and
Clemson fans everywhere are
speculating whether or not this
could be the year. Well, being the
great and all-powerful psychic that
I am, I have checked all my resources (tarot cards, the palms of
all the players, and, last but certainly not least, my crystal ball),
and believe it or not, this IS the
year. I do not really want to ruin
the upcoming season for anyone,
but I have to tell someone. This is
just too great to keep to myself.
Check it out: The Clemson Tigers
WILL be the 1991-92 National
Champions.

Sean
Hanzelik
assistant
sports
editor
Clemson 42 Appalachian
State 0
This one got out of hand
quickly. James Trapp took the
short, opening kickoff back 67
yards to the Mountaineer 22-yard
line, and on the first play from
scrimmage, Ronald Williams
scampered the rest of the way on
a last-second pitch by DeChane
Cameron on the option. It was the
start of Williams' biggest day as a
Tiger. He racked up 211 yards on
just 12 carries in first half action.
Cameron, who also only played
in the first half, was a quiet 6-6 for
51 yards, and the defense was
stellar once again. The Mountaineers gained only 74 total yards

and penetrated Clemson territory
once, eventually fumbling on the
36-yard line.
Clemson 30 Temple 0
After a week off, the Tigers
picked right up where they left off
against Appy State. Williams had
another incredible game at tailback,
gaining 174 yards on 17 carries
with two rushing TD's. The defense was the story of the game,
though. The Owls gained a mere
11 yards rushing and failed to complete a pass. Their total yardage
was -26 yards due to four sacks, all
by All-America Levon Kirkland.
He added an interception (he was
also AP Player of the Week),
coupled with Robert O'Neal's two
interceptions. It was the first game
that O'Neal has had an interception since his freshman year, when
he led the ACC with eight.
Clemson 16 Georgia Tech 7
This was the game everyone
was waiting for. It was finally decided that ABC would cover it, so
it was moved to a 4 p.m. start. It
was not a night game, but the lights
did come on near the end. Williams had another good game with
109 yards on 21 carries and one
TD. John Kubu booted three field
goals, and O'Neal had yet another
interception. The stoiy of the game
though was the defense once again.
Georgia Tech still had not scored
with 2:30 left in the game, and the
Tigers were just across midfield
when Rodney Blunt fumbled the
ball. Tech recovered and drove to
the Clemson 8-yard line. With
seven seconds showing on the
clock and the record crowd of
84,913 chanting "DE-FENSE,"
Shawn Jones slipped from Chester
McGlockton's grasp and scooted

see TRAILING, page 28

by Bob Sayre
staff writer
Clemson played 120 minutes of
scoreless soccer this past Sunday as
they tied unranked UNC-Charlotte
0-0 at Riggs Field. Clemson entered the contest ranked fifth and
seventh in the nation in the Soccer
America and the ISAA polls, respectively.
"We have good talent, but no
chemistry at all right now," coach I.
M. Ibrahim said last week as he
expressed concern for the team's
development heading into the start
of the season. "I'll be surprised if
we' re not a top 5 team by the end of
the year, but we're not a top 5 team
now."
Ibrahim's concerns appeared to
be justified Sunday as the Tigers
lacked sharpness offensively. The
game was relatively slow at both
ends with only 24 shots (14 by
Clemson and 10 by UNCC) taken
throughout the 90 minutes of regulation and 30 minutes of overtime.
The game's most serious scoring threats occured early in the second half when Clemson goalkeeper
Jaro Zawislan was left out of position as he dove for a crossing pass,
but the ensuing shot was cleared
from in front of the goal by the
Tigers' Andy Pujats.
Shortly afterward, UNCCharlotte's Carlos Garcia earned a
penalty kick after being fouled in
the penalty box by freshman Erik
Nordby. Zawislan guessed to the
right on the shot, but Garcia went
high and to the left and narrowly
missed as the ball bounced off the
crossbar.
Clemson finally turned up the
pressure on the UNC-Charlotte defense late in regulation and into the

I'ylct Daitfcn/ senior staff pho

Clemson's Jimmy Glenn battles for the ball with
UNC-Charlotte's Bart Marcum.

Soccer Schedule:
at UNC, Sun., 2 p.m.
Francis Marion, Wed., 7 p.m.
overtime periods but still could not
get a goal past UNC-Charlotte's
goalie, Aiden Heaney. The tie
marked the first time in nineteen
attempts that Clemson has failed to
win when its season opener was at
home.
"UNC-Charlotte is an experienced team, and they're very good
defensively," reflected Ibrahim.

"They did a great job of marking
our fastest striker out of the game,
and their goalkeeper stopped our
best chances. He's a first-class
player."
Clemson's next game is against
highly rated North Carolina at
Chapel Hill Sunday. The Tigers
then return home to face Francis
Marion College on Wednesday.
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Ibrahim candid about his 25 years at Clemson
by Geoff Wilson
sports editor
This season marks soccer coach
I.M. Ibrahim's 25 th year as the man
at the helm of Clemson soccer.
Because Ibrahim has been here since
1964 and I since 1990,1 feel I could
not do and, therefore, will not try to
do justice to his thoughts on Clemson. He is more articulate than most
individuals, so his words will more
than suffice to give the reader a
glimpse of his intricate thought process.
The Tiger : When you started
here 25 years ago, did you ever
envision being here this long?
Ibrahim : It's hard to say what
you plan.... When I started I was 25
years old, and it's hard to tell what
a 25-year-old thinks about his future. I loved Clemson very much at
the time.... My dream right off the
bat, in 1967, was to win a National
Championship. It wasn't very realistic, but that's what I wanted.
The Tiger: Have you ever considered going anywhere else?
Ibrahim : During the height of
the NASL [the North American
Soccer League, which folded in the
early 1980s], a couple of times
people called me and felt me out to
see if I was interested in coaching.
But I wasn't very interested in going. I couldn't see how a life anywhere else would be as good as the
life I have in Clemson.... [It turned
out to be] an excellent choice, no
doubt about it.
The Tiger : Give us an idea of
how the area of Clemson has
changed since you've been here.
Ibrahim : The library was not
built. Sikes Hall used to be the
library. I came to Clemson in '64 as
a student, and that's where I used to
spendallofmy time, in Sikes Hall....
It was about that time they started to
build the Cooper Library.
Mauldin Hall was built, because
it was the girls' dormitory. But the
high-rise dormitories next to
Mauldin were not built yet. The
campus was a lot more open. There
weren't that many students. At that
time there were about 5,000, including graduate students. Now,
there are about 16,000.
The Tiger: How much has the
level of the game of soccer
changed in 25 years?

Ibrahim : It's extremely different than when I started. I had teams
in '72, '73, '74, '75, and so on, that
were ranked number one... they
were awesome. We won eight ACC
Championships in a row. Now,
we're lucky to win one every five
years. If you look at the top 20 now,
there are six different ACC teams
ranked. Virginia has won the National Championship [1989], N.C.
State went to the Final Four last
year, North Carolina has been to the
Final Four, Duke also.... It used to
be you could go anywhere abroad
and pick up anybody who wanted
to play soccer in the United States,
and he could come in here and be,
relatively, a star immediately. All
of those guys [recruits in the' 70s]...
no, not all of them, but a lot of those
guys, if you were to recruit them
now, as they were at that time playing, they would have a hard time.
The Tiger: Was one of the two
National Championships [1984
and' 87] more important than the
other?
Ibrahim : They were both important. A National Championship
is always very important. '84 was
the first Championship. I remember what I thought at the time. It had
always been my dream to win a
National Championship, and there
were three minutes left in the game.
I started to think that all my dreams
were about to come true. Then, the
other team scored to tie the game. I
began thinking that all the 17 years
I had been working to get there
were going down the drain. But
then we scored with 1:43 left and
won anyway.
The significance of the one at
Clemson [in 1984 the Final Four
was in Seattle; in '87, it was in
Clemson] is that it was the second
one. The first one, they can always
say you were lucky, but the second
one, they have to give you some
credit. Also, it was here at home, it
was in a brand new stadium.... It
was relatively unheard of at the
time to spend that kind of money on
a stadium [the University spent in
excess of $ 1 million to build Riggs
Field]... and to be playing there for
the first time and bring home the
Championship was special.
The Tiger : How do you feel
about the NCAA's use of the
shootout?

Tigers in the pros:
- Chris Gardocki (Bears)
and Doug Thomas
(Seahawks) made the NFL's
final cut. However, veteran
Terry Kinard (Oilers) didn't
fare as well.
-- Brian Barnes has returned
from shoulder surgery to
the Montreal Expos starting
rotation, compiling a 3-5
record.
— Gigi Fernandez lost to
Monica Seles in the
quarterfinals of the U.S.
Open.

Ibrahim : I don't like it.
Sunday's statistics, for example [a
0-0 tie with UNC-Charlotte]: we
had 18 corner kicks and they had
three... that shows some kind of
dominance over the game. If we
had gone to a shootout, they
[UNCC] could have won, and it
would have been disastrous.
The Tiger : Have there been
any times when you felt like giving it up or just quitting?
Ibrahim : In '88, the year after
we had just won the National
Championship, we went something
like 10-7. We'd never lost seven
games in a season. Here we are all
of a sudden... and I said to myself,
'Wait just a minute. Why didn't
you quit after the second National
Championship and go out in a blaze
of glory?' Then I realized what
competition is all about, although
I had known all along. It's easy to
be happy when you're on top; the
trick is to struggle through when
you're having bad luck. A lot of
people have bad luck.
The Tiger: What is your opinion of the NCAA?
Ibrahim: Everything in life goes
in cycles. Athletic departments, I
guess, in the the eyes of the [university] presidents, were running
rampant. Some programs were doing everything to win at all costs. I
can't say that was true of Clemson... or of any other ACC school,
but some schools were doing a lot
of bad things... everything they
could just to win. It's the cycles.
We were going in one direction,
then the presidents took control
and turned us around. They're trying to control corruption before
the federal government tries to
control it.
In my opinion, a lot of the rules
they made for soccer and other
non-revenue sports are detrimental to the sports themselves. I used
to have 11 scholarships.... [The
NCAA] said they had to cut a lot of
red ink, so they cut all sports' scholarships 10 percent. Why did they
cut soccer from 11 to 9.9? Soccer
is the second most popular participation sport in the nation, behind
basketball. All these kids who grow
up playing soccer will say, 'I don't
want to play soccer. I'll play football, because I can get more
money.' Football has 85 scholar-

courtesy of sports lnfoiination

Soccer coach Dr. I.M. Ibrahim
ships for 11 players on the field at a
time. There are 11 for soccer, too.
I'm not saying football shouldn't
have 85 scholarships; they should
have 1,000 if they can afford to...
America is supposed to be a free
enterprise system. The NCAA
wants to legislate equality. Why
legislate equality? Isn't that what
communism was all about in a
sense? They say, 'Such and such
school can't afford 11 scholarships.'
Well, don't give 'em! You're not
going to be as good as the next. Go
out there and work hard and see if
you can raise the money. If you
can't, that's too bad. Don't knock
my numbers down. If Clemson can
afford to give 11 scholarships, why
should it be knocked down to a
lower level?
The Tiger : How difficult has
recruiting become?
Ibrahim : To compete for top
players, we have to give [full scholarships]. If I came to you, and you're

not developed, but I think you have
potential, I may offer you $1,000
and the other school offers you a
full ride, because you could help
their program right now, which are
you going to accept? The full ride.
The ones that I give the most money
to better be the best. How do you
know? When you go look at a high
school guy, he's 17 or 18 years old,
you don't know if he's going to be
the best. He's the best now, but you
don't know if he's going to be the
best next year.
The Tiger : What keeps you
coaching?
Ibrahim : My goal is to be the
best every year. I'm not doing it for
the money — coaching is not the
easiest way to make money. I can
do that in private business.
The Tiger : This isn't a fair
question, but could anyone entice you away from Clemson?
Ibrahim : Of course it's a fair
question. Never.

Tyler Daulen/senior staff phologrphcr

Sunday Afternoon Bicycling
John Hammontree attempts to get the ball past the UNC-Charlotte goalie
with a bicycle kick. The kick was unsuccessful, and the Tigers and 49ers
fought for 90 minutes without scoring. It was only the second time in coach
I.M. Ibrahim's 25 years that his team has not won its season opener, and the
first time in 19 years Clemson has not won its home opener.
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Cavaliers, Rockets come
to Little John Oct. 25
The NBA is coming to Clemson.
On Friday, Oct. 25, at 7:30 p.m., the
Cleveland Cavaliers will play the
Houston Rockets in a preseason exhibition game at Littlejohn Coliseum.
Cleveland plays in the Eastern
Conference's Central Division with
the Atlanta Hawks and the Charlotte Hornets.
Tickets went on sale Aug. 5 at
the university union box office.
James Buckley, the program coordinator, noted that Clemson students would not have returned to
campus for the fall semester by the
time ticket sales began, but a block
of tickets has been reserved to assure students will have the opportunity to purchase good seats. Prices

range from $13 for upper deck to
$26 for a limited number of
courtside VIP seats. Other locations to pick up tickets include
Duffy's Western Shop in Seneca,
Pic-A-Flic Video in Greenville and
Anderson Civic Center in Anderson.
The game will feature Larry
Nance, a former Clemson star
drafted by the Phoenix Suns in
1981. Also playing in the game are
four former ACC players: Chucky
Brown of N.C. St., Brad Daugherty
of North Carolina, Danny Ferry of
Duke and Mark Price of Georgia
Tech.
For more information or to arrange handicap seating, call the
university union at 656-2461.

The Tiger Campus
Top 25 desperately
needs more pollsters.
Drop your own poll
by our offices at 906
University Union by
Wednesday at 6 p.m.

Campus Top 25:
1. Florida St.
2. Perm St.
3. Michigan
4. Miami (Fla.)
5. Clemson
Washington
7. Florida
Houston
9. Notre Dame
10. Oklahoma
11. Tennessee
12. Colorado
13. Nebraska
14. Texas
15. Iowa
16. Georgia Tech
17. Michigan St.
18. Ohio St.
19. Auburn
20. UCLA
21. Texas A&M
22. No. Carolina
23. Alabama
Southern Cal
25. Virginia Tech
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Total Fitness
Student
Specials
$

195.00

Fall and Spring Semester (BEST BUY)

$

110.00

Fall Semester Membership

$49.00
6 week "Just Do It"
Plan - Give us six weeks to prove
that you can do it, too.

• Un-crowded,
• Clean
• Comfortable
Workouts
(Compare Us To Fike)

210 Clemson Center

654-3066

Computer Short Courses
Sponsored by
Consulting & Technical Services
Registration Begins August 20
Call 656-3494 ~
Courses are free of charge!!
Brochures are available from the Help Desk (Poole Computer Center) and microcomputer labs.
MVS Mainframe
G5E1

Introduction to MVS Mainframe
Basic and Intermediate ISPF
ISPF Mail
JCL Job Control Language
Running Jobs on the MVS Mainframe
Introductory and Intermediate SAS
Introduction to DORIS
Introduction to LUIS

[HE]

VAX/VMS
ULTRIX
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introductory VMS and DCL
Intermediate VMS and DCL
EVE Text Editor
Using VAX Debugger
Tapes on the VAXcluster
ULTRIX (UNIX) for Beginners
Editing Using VI in ULTRIX (UNIX)
Reading USENET News Using VN
Off-Campus Networking

IBM PC & Compatibles

Introduction to Microcomputers
Introductory and Intermediate DOS
Kermit Communications Package
Introductory Microsoft Windows 3.0
Advanced Microsoft Windows 3.0
Microsoft Word for Windows
LOTUS 1-2-3 3.1

Apple Macintosh
Introduction to Macintosh
MacWrite 5.0
MacWrite II
MacPaint
Microsoft Excel
HyperCard
HyperCard as a Presentation Tool
HyperCard as a Data base
Introduction to PageMaker
Kermit Communications Package

TRAILING, from page
25
,
into the endzone, ending the
unscored upon streak.
Clemson 24 Georgia 16
This was the game that Ronald
Williams finally got some national
attention. After Williams gained201
yards on 19 carries, ESPN's Beano
Cook commented, This kid is one
of the greatest runners I've ever
seen. He just simply sheds tacklers.." With four seconds left in the
game, Georgia had one more shot at
the endzone. From the Clemson 49,
the Bulldogs aired it out, and a
Georgia receiver came down with
__ the ball in the endzone. Everyone at
"Sanford Stadium was in hysterics
anticipating the potential tying 2point conversion, but what everyone failed to realized was that there
was a flag on the play — a holding
penalty. Clemson squeaks away
from the hedges still unbeaten.
Clemson 24 Virginia 9

The Cavaliers did not make a
cavalier effort. This one was over
before it started. Virginia managed
only three field goals and had seven
turnovers, including two more interceptions by O'Neal. Williams
was having another spectacular
game with 51 yards on nine carries
and two TD' s before pulling a hamstring in the second quarter. He
would miss two games recuperating. Thanks a lot, Beano Cook!
Clemson 20 N.C. State 19
This was the game of the year.
James Trapp took the opening kickoff back 96 yards for a quick score.
McGlockton, Kirkland, Ed
McDaniel and Ashley Sheppard
combined for nine sacks, four interceptions, and a blocked punt. The
last two minutes were the most incredible two minutes of football I
have ever witnessed (despite the
fact that my crystal ball is not exactly the best place for watching
football). With the Tigers leading,
13-12, N:C. St. takes control of the

COMPACT DISCS AND TAPES
ROCK»COUNTRY»JAZZ»SOUL»CLASSICAL

Over 1000
Used CDs
in Stock
New Selection of
Posters
OPEN: MON-FRI 10 to 8 • SAT 10 to 6 • SUN 1:30 to 6

200 VICTORIA SQUARE
(518 COLLEGE AVENUE)

654-4041
$2.00 Off Any Used CD
In Stock with this Ad
ORDER YOUR OFFICIAL
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ball on the Clemson 14 with 2:07 the way to the Sugar Bowl matchup
left. Seven plays later, the Wolfpack against unbeaten Tennessee. I
is ahead 19-13. The Clemson faith- won't bore you with the details, but
ful stand shocked. Was this Duke here are the results:
all over again? Wait, there are still
Clemson 33 Wake Forest 7
eight seconds left on the clock and
Clemson 9 North Carolina 7
back deep stands the All-America
Clemson 38 Maryland 23
sprinter, James Trapp. He fields
Clemson 27 USC 17
the ensuing squib kick at the 21Clemson 31 Duke 10
yard line and heads up field with a
USF&G Sugar Bowl:
possible national title 79 yards
Clemson 23 Tennessee 14
away. Well, non-believers, he did
Once again, Ken Hatfield surit. He broke six tackles, leaped over prised everybody by coming out
two others and dove over the goal passing. Cameron was on, leaving
line, before being mobbed by thou- Volunteer defenders grabbing at
sands of students from The Hill. air with his pinpoint passing. The
The rest of the regular season was Tigers piled on 208 yards passing
a cakewalk after that awe-inspiring in the first half on their way to a
moment. The last five regular sea- half time lead of 21 -0, but as usual,
son games were just a formality on they got conservative allowing Ten-

Ill lit

petJU welcomes and
congratulates Our Fall 1991
Pledge Class:
Jessica McKee
Heather McPherson
Cheryl Padua
Amy Parsons
Carrie Roe
Lynn Saldarini
Connie Sanford
Jana Schade
Nancy Solomon
Kim Strohman
Elissa Wilkerson
Marnie Will
Karen Williams
Lisa Williams
Michelle Wise
Toby Wortman
Adriana Zachovsky

Tiffany Bosher
Stephanie Bouvette
Allison Boyce
Suzanne Carr
Lisa Claybourne
Hannah Coker
Amy Collins
Carin Connell
Ashley Cooper
Kristen Cove
Betsy Coward
Tammy Crooks
Erin Dayhuff
Samantha Dellinger
Missy Furrow
Joy Godwin
Shawn Haney
Toni Hooper
Becky Jumper
Tricia Kirkley
Teresa Kraft

WE LOVE OUR PLEDGES!

^ Clemson's Ultimate
SPORTS BAR
A Fun Place To Play
Open 7 Days A Week!

UNIVERSITY
CLASS RING

Ladies Always Play
Free On Tuesdays

JOIN THE TRADITION'
CLEMSON BOOKSTORE
CLASSES OF 1991 & 1992:
ORDER YOUR CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
CLASS RING!
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
SEPTEMBER 18-19-20

nessee to get back into the game;
Behind only 21-14, the Volunteers
took control on their own 9-yard
line with 1:40 remaining. On second down, Andy Kelly dropped
back to pass evading Ed McDaniel
and rolling right into the endzone.
Without an open receiver, Kelly
waits, but he waits too long. Levon
Kirkland hits him from behind and
drives him into the ground for a
safety. Somehow, he holds onto the
ball, but it doesn't matter. The
Clemson Tigers are National
Champs once again. After the game,
Kelly is reported to have two dislocated shoulders and a broken wrist.
Hatfield comments after the
game, "We now know who the
REAL Big Orange is!"

Special Lunch Rates
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Till 2 pm

Fast Break has
Clemson's ONLY
Real Pool Tables!

9:00 to 4:30
CLEMSON
BOOKSTORE
$22.00 DEPOSIT
95 COMPLETED
CREDIT HOURS
REQUIRED TO ORDER

9

HERFF JONES

Mon., Tues., Wed. 2 pm till 2 am Thurs., Fri., Sat. 12 noon till close
Highway 93 Across from Tiger Mart

ilHMMi

654-7649

mm^smmmm
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McDaniel pursues different, diverse interests off the field
by David Thomas
staff writer
When you glance at Ed
McDaniel's 6'0", 225-pound frame,
you cannot help but notice the chiseled muscles bulging under his Tshirt. When you stare at his powerful
hands and forearms, you envision
them wrapping up opponents on the
football field and driving them to
the ground.
When you try to imagine what
those hands might be doing away
from the football field, the first thing
that comes to mind is boxing. Or
maybe weight lifting. But believe it
or not, the off-the-field Ed McDaniel
is not the menacing hulk he appears
to be.
With those same hands that he
so often punishes opposing offenses
with, Ed McDaniel does something
that very few male college athletes
do. He sews. Sewing, Ed?
McDaniel picked up the hobby
back in his home town of Batesburg,
S.C., while in a home economics
class and has been sewing ever
since.
Surprisingly, McDaniel's hand
agility off the field goes beyond
sewing sweaters or quilts. He also
bangs away at the piano keys quite
a bit. Even though he doesn't claim
to be Beethoven, he feels he can
hold his own on the ivory keys with
quite a few in Orange Country.
And while most fans picture
McDaniel and his teammates lounging around the room watching
Rambo reruns and Swartzeneggar
sequels during non-football hours,
Ed admits that his TV agenda consists of much more peaceful proportions.
"A lot of the guys over there (at
the football dorm) look at the Young
and the Restless. We've all got a
soap opera we like to look at to
relax at times," confessed
1 McDaniel.
But do not let his sensitive side
I fool you. McDaniel is a monster on
!
the field. His dominating style of
p] ay at inside linebacker has ranked
him as Clemson's leading tackier
two of the last three years. His manI handling of opposing offenses has
i earned him the nickname "Mr. Inside", while teammate Levon
i Kirkland is heralded as "Mr. Outi side."
McDaniel likes to attribute his
i success to other members of the
; team, in particular defensive tackle
} Chester McGlockton.
"(Chester) makes a lot of things
happen for me. If it wasn't for him
1 I couldn't make 100 tackles a season because Chester and I are familiar with one another. We put
each other in a position to make the
tackle. He's the one that keeps me
t. excited during the game."
Although there is plenty of talk
about McDaniel by those around
him, McDaniel himself doesn't like
to boast, either on or off the field.
"I play in a quiet way. I get my
i job done, and I don't do any show«t boating. I walk silently and carry a
<J. big stick," remarked McDaniel.
His "big stick" style of the past
I has given McDaniel national recf ognition coming into this season.
il The Sporting News rates McDaniel
I as the tenth best inside linebacker
l in the country, while Lindy's has
r him as the eighth best senior linen backer, inside or out, in the nation.
The NCAA Review ranked
I McDaniel as the fifth best inside
i linebacker in the country as well as
D dubbing him as the most underrated
» linebacker throughout the states.
With so much of the national
1 attention it is hard to see why Ed
* McDaniel would be considered
«underrated, that is until you notice
il that the ACC SportstWriters' Assoii ciation has failed to notice Ed
I McDaniel. McDaniel has yet to be
ii named to an All-ACC team, a fact
il that is of little concern to McDaniel
himself

"I really don't care too much
what those people from the ACC
Sports Writers (Association) write
about. They can write what all they
want to, and whatever they put in a
book, that doesn't prove how good
a player is. You just have to go out
there and prove to yourself most of
all (how good you are), and then
everybody will notice you," noted
McDaniel.
"That's just one group of people.
I get more enjoyment out of people
just coming up and congratulating
me on a good game or a good season."
This year holds special meaning
for McDaniel, for it will be his last
year as a player with the Tigers.
"It's always going to be different for a senior. This is your last
year to go out there and perform.
You've got to do the best you can
because if you have any chance to
advance on to the NFL, this is the
time you' ve got to prove yourself."
Dreams of playing in the National Football League next year
might be flourishing in the back of
McDaniel's mind, but he shows
little reason to worry about it now.
"Every kid thinks about it. If it
happens it happens if it doesn't, it
doesn't. I'm going to play as hard
as I can, but I'm not going to pressure myself."
With the tenth anniversary of

Clemson's only National Championship upon us, this year holds special meaning to all of the Clemson
players and fans. But backin 1981,
McDaniel was not nearly as adamant about Clemson as he is now.
" I was somewhere horseplay ing
around (when Clemson won the
National Championship). I really
hadn't got into football.
"I liked Clemson and Carolina.
I'm from a town that's pretty much
either USC or Clemson. I couldn't
go to Carolina because my family
would be up there visiting me every
day, so I came up here to get away."
Ed McDaniel has had plenty of
experiences during his three years
at Clemson. This year's end of
regular season will only sum up the
new adventures McDaniel has taken
as a Clemson football player. At
the end of the regular season, Clemson will travel to Tokyo to face
Duke in the Coca-Cola Bowl.
McDaniel, however, seems a little
apprehensive about the trip.
"To tell you the truth, it will be
exciting, but I'm not looking forward to that plane trip. That's too
long up there in the air."
And has McDaniel ever been
out of the country?
"Out of the country? No. If it
wasn't for Clemson, I wouldn't of
been out of the state," laughed
McDaniel.

Player Profile: Ed McDaniel
6-0,225 lbs., Sr.,
Batesburg, S.C.
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Career-high 14 tackles against
Oklahoma in 1989 Citrus Bowl
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Led Clemson defense in 1988
with 104 tackles
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Recorded team-best 12 tackles
against Illinois in 1991 Hall of
Fame Bowl

000
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Led Clemson defense in 1990
with 109 tackles

BEFORE TRUSTING YOUR FUTURE
TO ANY COMPANY, ASK FOR
SOME LETTERS OF REFERENCE.
You put more than just your savings
into a retirement company. You put
in your trust and hopes for the future,
too. So before you choose one, ask some
questions. How stable is the company?
How solid are its investments? How sound
is its overall financial health?
A good place to start looking for answers
is in the ratings of independent analysts.
Three companies, all widely recognized
resources for finding out how strong a
financial services company really is, gave
TIAA their top grade.
Si

•I

2,200 nationwide, that received these
highest marks.
CREF. FOUR MORE LETTERS
EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW.
For further growth potential and diversification, there's the CREF variable annuity
with four different investment accounts to
give you the flexibility you want as you
save for the future.
Together, TIAA and CREF form the
nation's largest private retirement system,
with over $95 billion in assets and more
than 70 years of experience serving the
education community. For over one million
people nationwide, the only letters to
remember are TIAA-CREF

IN THE FINAL ANALYSIS, TIAA
IS LETTER-PERFECT.
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TIAA received A+ from A.M. Best Co.,
AAA from Standard & Poor's and Aaa
from Moody's Investors Service. These
ratings reflect TIAA's reliable claims-paying
ability, exceptional financial strength,
superior investment performance, and low
expenses. With its guaranteed rate of return
and opportunity for dividends, TIAA is
one of less than ten companies, out of

r

SEND NOW FOR A FREE
RETIREMENT INVESTMENT KIT,
t'/'i'rt on 11AA investments.
including a SiI/X-I al Re,
Mail this coupon to: T1A.VCRKK Dept:QC,
730 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017. Or cai
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1 800-842-2733, Ext. 8016.
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Ensuring the future
for those who shape it!
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Write sports for
The Tiger —
pleeeease! Call
656-0986 and
ask for Sean or
Geoff.

Misti-Lee Ault
Melissa Boggs
Tracy Brown
Mollie Childress
Kathryn Deibler
Shawn Evans
Lisa Floyd
Sheri Gordon
Lori Gregory
Joy Griffin
Abigail Hedberg
Jill Hennessy
Nicole Holland
Shannon Hudson

Jenny lliria
Mary Nelle James
Karen Johnson
Paula Kelley
Laurel Kitchen
Wendy Kurz
Agnes Ann Love
Susie Magargle
Lanie McGee
Sidonia McPheters
Brittnay Meister
Stacey Metz
Kit Mischler
Beth Mount

Nicole Murray
Tara Oates
Tracy Runfola
Natalie Sanders
Elizabeth Simons
Tara Stevenson
Tracy Stroz
Casey Walton
Yolanda Wennink
Jennifer Young

Congratulations to our new AXQ Pledges!
We Love You! Love,
The Sisters of AXQ

li

i.
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Can you
write?
Can you
draw?

"After I plugged
it in, everything
clicked for me?

Can you
shoot
photos?
Just
really
talented?
Clemson
Student
media
can use
your
skills.
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It you never though!
anything that started with IBM could
be easy to use, an IBM Personal System will
change all that. With preloaded, user-friendly
soft wan; like Microsoft® Windows'" 3.0, just
turn it on and vou'll be ready to work—polishing off term papers, moving text and graphics
with the click of a mouse. Work can be—fun.
IBM offers a variety of Selected Academic
Solutions*—a range of PS/2® and PS/r
models to choose from. And with special student prices and affordable loan payments,**

&'"
they're even easy to buy. Act
now and you'll get a special Bonus Pack1" worth
over $1,000 in savings on air travel, phone
calls, software and more. You probably didn't
expect that, either. Well,
vou learn something new
every day. After all, isn't
that what college is all
about? Visit your campus
outlet to find out how to
make an IBM Personal ^
System dick for you. s^S

.,^mm.m^t^

•This offer is available to nonprofit h.gher education institutions, their students, faculty and staff, as well as to nonprofit K12 institutions, their faculty ancI staR
Tse IBM Selected Acadernic SoluLs are available through participating campus outlets, IBM Authorized PC Dealers cert ,ed c, remar e SeteceA ademrc
Solutions or IBM 1 800 2227257. Orders are sublet to availability and IBM may withdraw the offer at any time without notice, PS/2 Loan lor Learning lets
yo^rw 1.500 $8,000. tThe Bonus Pack expires December 31. ,991. IBM and PS/2 are registered trademarksand PS/1 is,.trademark of International
Business Machines Corporation Microsoft is a registered trademark and Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation ©1991 IBM Corp.
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App. St. at
Clcmson

Duke at

use

Tulane at
Florida St.

Virginia at
Maryland

Va. Tech at
N.C. St.
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Mich, at
Bos. Coll.

Temple at
Alabama

LSU at
Georgia

Hawaii at
Iowa

Colorado at
Wyoming

copy
editors

Clemson

Duke

FSU

Virginia

NCSt.

Michigan

Alabama

Georgia

Iowa

Colorado

advertising
staff

Clemson

use

FSU

Virginia

NCSt.

Michigan

Alabama

Georgia

Iowa

Colorado

Tyler Darden,
sr. staff
photographer

Clemson

use

FSU

Virginia

Va. Tech

Michigan

Alabama

LSU

Iowa

Colorado

Chip East,
head
photographer

Clemson

Duke

FSU

Virginia

NCSt.

Michigan

Alabama

Georgia

Hawaii

Colorado

Sean
Hanzelik, asst.
sports editor

Clemson

use

FSU

Maryland

NCSt.

Michigan

Alabama

Georgia

Iowa

Colorado

Craig Kling,
editorial editor

Clemson

Duke

FSU

Virginia

NCSt.

Michigan

Alabama

Georgia

Iowa

Colorado

Terry
Manning,
editor-in-chief

Clemson

use

FSU

Virginia

NCSt.

Michigan

Alabama

Georgia

Iowa

Colorado

Andy Marino,
business
manager

Clemson

Duke

FSU

Virginia

NCSt.

Michigan

Alabama

Georgia

Iowa

Colorado

Erik Martin,
circulation
manager

Clemson

use

FSU

Maryland

Va. Tech

Michigan

Alabama

LSU

Iowa

Colorado

Mel Norris,
computer mgr

Clemson

use

FSU

Maryland

NCSt.

Michigan

Alabama

Georgia

Iowa

Colorado

Mike Schaper,
news editor

Clemson

use

FSU

Virginia

Va. Tech

Michgan

Alabama

Georgia

Iowa

Colorado

Clemson

Duke

FSU

Virginia

NCSt.

Michgan

Alabama

LSU

Hawaii

Colorado

Bill Swain,
managing
editor

PC Days On Campus
September 9 -10
Palmetto Ballroom
10:00 - 4:00
^0—

Microsoft

CLARIS

ZENITH W\

data systems E-£l
Groupe Bull

with LexMark Printers
For More Information Contact:

The Micro Center
656-3714
8:00 - 4:30 Monday thru Friday

(&
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TJlSTITrERSIT-XDivision of Computing &
Information Technology
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Campus Bulletin
announcements
E.I.T. Exam October 26,1991
in Riggs Hall. To be eligible,
applicants must be enrolled in
an engineering curriculum at
Clemson , classified as a senior
engineering student, be a
candidate for December 1991,
May or August 1992 graduation
or enrolled in a graduate engineering curriculum at Clemson
and a graduate of and be ABET
accredited undergraduate program. Application forms may
be completed in Room 107
Riggs, by Sept. 16.
Learn self-defense, self-discipline and get into great shape!
The Clemson University Tae
Kwon Do Club will hold a demonstration Monday, September
9th, at 7 p.m. in the Multipurpose Room (upstairs) of Fike.
Classes meet Mondays and
Wednesdays, 7:00-8:30 p.m.
Call 654-7956 for more information.

Wanted: Candidates for 2
Presidential Internships. Work
for president or various vice
presidents on a variety of
projects. Learn first-hand about
administrative leadership. Must
be a senior or junior full-time
status. Have 3.0 cum. GPR or
greater and demonstrate leadership initiative and drive. Salary
$600 per semester, 15-20 firs./
wk. To apply: Come by 104
Holtzendorff and complete an
application. Ask for Jenny
Alcott. Deadline is Sept 13th.
Phi Alpha Delta Pre-LawFraternity invites interested students
to a rush drop-in on September
9th and 10th from 7-9 p.m. in the
Poole room at the Clemson
House. For more info call 6536813.

help wanted
Assemblers: Excellent income to assemble products from
your home. 504-646-1700 Dept.
P5158.

Earn $5.25/hour calling for
prestigious colleges and universities. Part-time three to five
nights a week. Call Shawn Hall
at Fund-Raising and Management Counsel for more
information. 231-7104.
College Representative
Wanted to distribute "Student
Rate" subscription cards at this
campus. Good income. For more
information and application
write to: Collegiate Marketing
Services, Mooresville, NC
28115.
nOUSing
^HMB^^HS

Two bedroom, two bath
condo, four person occupancy,
two spaces open, $180.00/person, pool, washer/dryer,
dishwasher, please call 6548292.
For rent: 2 bedroom apt. $425/
month, 3 BR-2 bath house $575/
month, Family Homes, Inc. 6545750
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Free - Tee Shirts - Sunglasses - Key Chains
**>

Plus Buckets of Beer
6 Beers For 6 bucks

V^C Wed. Sept 11th

"Johnny Quest"

lost and found
Lost: Wallet- white color. ID
name Vishwaraj Gaitonde. Call
653-6215. Sentimental value-no
questions asked.
Lost- Gold charm holds much
sentimental value, shaped like a
sombrero-substantial rewardplease call Heather at 653-8794
if found.

miscellaneous
Getting married 1992? Discount Bridal Service, Inc. offers
10-40% off only new nationally
advertised women's wedding attire, invitations, and accessories.
Call 654-1962.

I want to spend the rest of my
life answering "the question of
U." I Love You, Michael
Katheryne Maxwell-Have a
great day! ZTA love, Kimberly
Corey, I love you and I miss
you very much, hope to see you
soon. Christy Noel
Kim, hope you have cheered
up after a hard week, just thinking about you...
DCJ! Look forward to seeing ya'll soon! We missed you!
Bun and Ted
To my "Big Sack of Love"You mean the world to me! I
love you!

Mailorder Millionaire reveals
secrets. Make extra money. Free
details. "Success" Box 304,
Westminster, SC 29693

Chicken salad would have
been better.

Great deal for the weekend,
Townhouse fully furnished 3
days, 2 nights. Make reservations now. 654-1660

GET PRACTICAL
SALES AND
MARKETING
EXPERIENCE

personals
Betsy, Happy Birthday! Have
a great weekend! Paul

I

ATTENTION BUSINESS/MARKETING MAJORS

Need a challenge?
Earn up to $2500/ term
managing credit card
promotions on campus.
Flexible hours.
CALL 1-800-950-8472 exl.25

TIRED OF
BEASTLY BURGERS
AND THE BORING
BROWN BAG LUNCH?
A NOT NEW CHOICE FOR LUNCH
Now Open for Lunch EVERY Day!!

Opening Act "The Lubricators"
* * * ***************** * *

A Private Club for members and guest 18 and older
Open Thurs - Sun 8:00 - 2:00

654-3736
This Week *5 Memberships

Central Spirit
ft

3-5 PM
Palmetto Ballroom

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA!

*

Sunday, Sept. 8

Call Us! In Clemson 654-3082 384-2 College Ave.
Hours: 11 am - 2 am Mon.- Thur.; 11 am -1 am Fri.- Sat.; 11 am -1 am Sunday

y

$6.99
Meal Deal

Ask for the Meal Deal and receive a
medium 1-item pizza and 2 Cokes.
Expires 12-15-91.
\yo Coupon Neccessary

m
Valid .il participating, stores only Not valid with any olher ofler Prices may vary Customer pays

Come Join Us!

sales lax where applicable Delivery areas limilcd to ensure sale driving. Our drivers carry less
tlian $2000. Our drivers arc not penalized tor late deliveries.

Delivery areas limited to ensure sale driving. ©1990 Domino's Pi/za, Inc

